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Abstract
River restoration is the practise of reverting a previously changed river system towards its old flow
pattern. One flow pattern, which has not yet been examined in river restoration studies, is the
dispersed wetland system (DWS). The DWS is a wetland area with slow-moving water flow and an
absence of channel formation. The DWS used to be more common in the Netherlands but these
wetlands are very rare nowadays due to landuse change. It is important, in order to restore these
areas, to identify why and when they form. Therefore, the aim of this study is to determine the
boundary conditions of dispersed wetland systems, to provide novel insights for the possible
restoration of these areas. The boundary conditions for DWS areas will be quantified in this study using
the river stability diagram. The river stability diagram uses channel pattern discriminators to predict
channel pattern development under a certain potential specific stream power and median grain size.
DWS areas, undisturbed by human activity, were found in a sub-catchment of the Krycklan catchment
in northern Sweden, along with a small neighbouring laterally stable channel. These DWS areas, along
with the channel act as the fieldwork area of this study. The laterally stable channel is currently the
lowest stream power river type in the river stability diagram. The transition between DWS and stable
channel is important for determining the boundary conditions for DWS areas. Discrete riparian inflow
points (DRIP) are important landscape features found in the riparian zone on the boundary of the DWS
and the small stable channel. These DRIPs act as the confluence points of all water flows coming from
the DWS. In addition, these DRIPs also serve as the inflow point into the main channel. This connects
the DRIPs directly to both the DWS and the laterally stable channel. The DRIPs, which have no fully
formed channel yet, will act as a transitional phase between DWS and laterally stable channel.
Therefore, DRIPs act as an upper boundary for DWS areas and as a lower boundary for stable channels.
Data points for five DWS areas and their corresponding DRIPs were plotted in the river stability diagram
resulting in a clear separation. A new discriminator, the DWS-discriminator, was added to the diagram.
This new discriminator is parallel to and at tenfold lower potential specific stream power, than the
discriminator for laterally stable channels. Finally, the organic matter content of the riverbanks was
proposed as a new proxy for riverbank strength, substituting the silt-plus-clay fraction of riverbanks
and the importance of vegetation for riverbank strength was discussed.
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Introduction
River restoration
Natural undisturbed river systems are becoming
rarer in Europe. Many river systems, starting
around the Sub Atlantic era and onwards, are
affected by various human influences, resulting
in a shift from their natural state towards a new,
externally forced, equilibrium state. In addition,
human interference led to an increase of hillslope
erosion across Western and Central Europe
[Notebaert and Verstraeten, 2010; Broothaerts
et al., 2013; Broothaerts et al., 2014], mainly
because of deforestation and agriculture. These
elevated levels of eroded material into the river
systems induced a larger sediment input in rivers Figure 1: Example of a dispersed wetland system. Picture
downstream. This rise in sediment input in turn taken by author in the Krycklan catchment at Location
caused a severe increase of sediment deposition 201B, during fieldwork in the summer of 2019.
in the lower reaches of the river. This will subsequently lead to rivers that are dominated by floodplain
deposition, these rivers will thereby drastically change the geomorphology and ecology of their rivers
systems [Notebaert and Verstraeten, 2010; Broothaerts et al., 2013; Broothaerts et al., 2014].
In the Netherlands, most of the current river systems are not in their natural state [Nienhuis et al.,
2002]. The Netherlands is a densely populated river delta in which its little available surface area is
used to its fullest potential. Therefore, the government tries to constrain the rivers to their most
optimal course. Human influences in the past, combined with river normalisation measures of the
rivers taken by the Dutch government in the previous century, resulted in the fact that almost all Dutch
rivers are not flowing their natural courses anymore. These river normalisation measures include the
straightening of rivers and the building of dikes [Makaske and Maas, 2015]. The main goal of these
measures was to regulate river discharge and to minimize the risk of flooding. However, these
normalisation measures also have significant disadvantages. First and foremost, the discharge of the
brooks and rivers is often transported too quickly. This causes a surplus of water arriving downstream
faster than anticipated, often resulting in flooding of the lower reaches of the rivers. Secondly, the
rivers incise themselves too quickly into the landscape, leading to brooks draining too much water and
higher situated areas depleted of water. Finally, the changed river pattern influences the hydrology
and ecology of the surrounding landscape both upstream and downstream, leading to an alteration in
local landscape features, flora, and fauna. For example, the restoration measures caused meanders to
be constrained and floodplains to be completely disappeared at certain locations [Makaske and Maas,
2015; Evers et al., 2017]. River restoration initiatives have been implemented to restore rivers to their
natural flow pattern, including re-meandering straightened channels, reintroducing original riverbank
fauna, and increasing the water transport capacity of the rivers [Makaske and Maas, 2015]. In order to
restore the natural flow pattern, the natural flow state of each river should be known. Natural
background conditions were based on old maps, but the change in hydrological and geomorphological
conditions were not considered. Therefore, it is a challenge to predict how the flow pattern of the river
will adapt after restoration practices and whether it will revert to the desired old river pattern at all.
In general river restoration research revolved around the three main river types: braided, meandering,
and laterally stable rivers [Van den Berg, 1995; Bledsoe and Watson, 2001; Makaske et al., 2002;
Makaske et al., 2009; Candel et al., 2017; Candel et al., 2018].
Unlike the thoroughly studied braided, meandering, and stable river systems, little is known about the
dispersed wetland system (DWS), a small scale flow pattern (Figure 1). A DWS (Dutch: Doorstroom
moeras) is: an often peaty wetland area with slow moving water on the surface and/or in the
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subsurface, which does not have enough stream power to form a river channel. These systems used to
be more prevalent in the Netherlands, but are a rarer sight nowadays. It is important to investigate
DWS areas in their natural state to understand its hydrological system, with regards to river
restoration. An incomplete knowledge of the hydrology governing these flow patterns could result in
the loss of DWS areas, even after restoration. This could cause the DWS to transform into a small
laterally immobile channel due to possible unforeseen circumstances. Therefore, the aim of this study
is to determine the boundary conditions for a DWS, because it is important to investigate these
hydrological systems and to determine when a DWS can be restored.

River stability diagram
The first objective is to determine the most optimal strategy for the visualisation of the boundary
condition for a DWS. It is known that the DWS is not (yet) developing an actual active channel.
Therefore, the crucial factor to be determined is what the actual first step would be for a DWS in the
transition towards a stable channel. There are different factors governing the development of river
channels. Sediment transportation is one of the most important determining factors regarding river
pattern formation. The sediment availability and transport capacity of a channel will determine what
type of pattern will develop. Additionally, channel slope can increase the erosion rate of a river and
the erodibility of the riverbanks can cause a river to be constrained in the landscape, thus resulting in
different channel patterns. These variables should be included in the method determining the
boundary conditions for a DWS because they are also likely to alter the probability of DWS areas to
develop when altered.

Background
The most optimal method to visualize the boundary conditions of a DWS is the river stability diagram
that was first developed in its current form by Van den Berg, (1995). The river stability diagram is a
graph which visualizes the transition zones of different river types by means of discriminators. These
discriminators are empirically derived boundary lines created to discriminating river patterns by
controlling certain variables. The river stability diagram, in one of its earlier forms, [Leopold and
Wolman, 1957; Lane, 1957] used channel slope (Sc) and bankfull discharge (Qbf) as the two controlling
variables, thereby determining the transition between meandering and braided rivers (see equation
1)
−0.44
𝑆𝑐 = 0.013𝑄𝑏𝑓

(1)

Later studies have shown that the median grain size of the riverbed (D50, mm) is also an important
controlling parameter for river patterns. The median grain size is an indicator for the shear stress which
is required to transport bed material [Carson, 1984; Ferguson, 1987]. Afterwards, Van den Berg, (1995)
adapted the river stability diagram by including potential specific stream power (PSSP, ω, W/m2) as a
controlling variable of the diagram. The PSSP is the power expenditure per unit width and length of
the stream bed in W/m2. Furthermore, the PSSP is an indicator of the difficulty for a river to transport
its sediment. Van den Berg, (1995) combined the PSSP and the D50 in the river stability diagram. To
calculate the PSSP see equation 2:
𝜔=

𝛾∗𝑔∗𝑄𝑎𝑓 ∗𝑆𝑣
𝑊𝑟

(2)

Where:
ω
= Potential specific stream power (W/m2)
γ
= Water density (kg/m3)
g
= Gravity acceleration (m/s2)
Qaf
= Mean annual flood discharge (m3/s)
Sv
= Valley gradient (-)
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Wr
= Reference width (m)
Assuming γ = 1000 kg/m3 and g = 9.81 m/s2.
Additionally, Van den Berg, (1995) also changed the parameters included in equation 2 to be channel

Figure 2: River stability diagram, taken from Kleinhans and Van den Berg (2011). The coloured lines visualize the
discriminators between multiple river channel types. The dashed green lines form the boundary between
suspended transport and bed load transport (left dashed line) and the boundary between bed load transport and
no motion (right dashed line).

independent. To predict river patterns, it is important that all parameters are independent. Moreover,
channel dependent variables should be replaced with independent variables to be able to discriminate
channel patterns from each other [Van den Berg, 1995]. To achieve this, Van den Berg, (1995) altered
channel width to the reference width. The reference width follows from a hydraulic geometry relation
that is applied irrespective of channel pattern (see reference width chapter). Furthermore, the channel
slope, previously used to discriminate river patterns, is replaced by the valley slope because it is
independent from channel sinuosity [Van den Berg, 1995]. Finally, the bankfull discharge is substituted
by the mean annual flood discharge, which is a variable less dependent on channel geometry [Van den
Berg, 1995]. See Figure 2 for an example of a river stability diagram.

Discriminators
To identify a discriminator (boundary condition) for the DWS and stable channel transition, it is
important to determine first how the initial discriminators in the stability diagram were plotted (blue,
green and red lines, Figure 2). The BM-discriminator was determined by Van den Berg, (1995) by
plotting data points from both meandering and braided rivers in the stability diagram and subsequently
describing the separation boundary between both river types. The resulting BM-discriminator, where
BM refers to braided and meandering channel pattern, can be calculated by equation 3:
𝜔 = 900 ∗ 𝐷50 0.42

(3)

Makaske et al., (2009) employed a similar strategy for determining the IA-discriminator, where IA
refers to inactive and active channel pattern. The IA-discriminator was discovered by plotting the data
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points of Van den Berg, (1995) in the stability diagram together with the data points for laterally stable
channels. The discriminator is similar to equation 3, but at tenfold lower stream power (equation 4).
𝜔 = 90 ∗ 𝐷50 0.42

(4)

Kleinhans and Van den Berg, (2011) further improved the stability diagram by adding the SC
discriminator, where SC refers to scroll dominated and chute dominated channel patterns. These
channel pattern can be subdivided in different styles of meandering and braided systems. This resulted
in the sub-division meandering rivers with scroll bars and moderately braided rivers, and meandering
rivers with scroll and chute bars in the river stability diagram (Figure 2). The discriminator is situated
halfway between the BM and IA discriminators on a logarithmic scale (equation 5).

𝜔=

900
√10

0.42
∗ 𝐷50

(5)

Recently, Candel et al., (submitted) improved the stability diagram to include riverbank strength on
the Z-axis of the diagram (Figure 3), as it has a stabilizing effect on a river. The silt and clay percentages
were added as a proxy for riverbank strength. In addition, Candel et al., (submitted) included a
discriminator for rivers with scroll bars and a tortuous channel pattern. The addition of riverbank
strength also improved all the discriminators to show the true boundary for each channel pattern. The
original discriminator [Van den Berg, 1995] displayed the boundary between braided and meandering
rivers (BM-discriminator). This discriminator displayed the 50% probability for a river to become
braided. The inclusion of riverbank strength as a parameter in the stability diagram, improved the
discriminators to display the true boundary of each river pattern instead of the 50% probability of
transition. The original discriminators shown in Figure 2 indicated a gradual transition from one pattern
to the next, while the discriminators shown in Figure 3 show the actual boundaries for each river
pattern.
Makaske et al., (2009) and Kleinhans and Van den Berg, (2011) both used the same slopes for their
new discriminators as Van den Berg, (1995) for the BM-discriminator. Candel et al., (submitted)
confirmed the relatively accuracy and thus the validity of this slope.
Small scale systems could also possibly be described by the river stability diagram [Makaske et al.,
2016]. Therefore, theoretically, a river stability diagram should be able to quantify the small scale DWS
with the proper values for the PSSP, the D50, and a proxy for the riverbank strength. In this study, the
DWS areas will be quantified and visualized in a river stability diagram, using the methodology

Figure 3: 3D river stability diagram. The X-axis shows the D50, the Y-axis the PSSP and the Z-axis the Siltplus-Clay fraction. Figure taken from Candel et al., (submitted).
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described by Van den Berg, (1995); Makaske et al., (2009); Kleinhans and Van den Berg, (2011) and
Candel et al., (submitted).

Hypothesis
The hypothesis of this study is: the DWS-discriminator should be situated in the lower section of the
river stability diagram below the IA-discriminator and parallel to the other discriminators.
The expectation is that DWS areas are lower stream power systems compared to the inactive stable
channels previously studied by Makaske et al., (2009), among others. A DWS does not have enough
stream power to form a channel, thus the discriminator should be below the IA-discriminator.
It was confirmed by Candel et al., (submitted) that the discriminator slope of D500.42 can be considered
accurate, as first determined by Van den Berg, (1995) (equation 3),. The two other main discriminators
in Figure 2 conform to the same slope (equations 4 and 5). It is expected that the median grain size has
a similar effect on the PSSP required for sediment transport, as observed for the other river patterns
in the stability diagram of Figure 2, regarding DWS areas.
Moreover, it is expected that the DWS-discriminator should be lower than the IA-discriminator at
either a tenfold reduction of the stream power (same difference between the BM- and IAdiscriminators) or a √10 reduction of stream power (the same difference between BM- and SCdiscriminator). The expectation is that the discriminator for DWS areas is positioned, below the IAdiscriminator, at a similar jump in PSSP in the river stability diagram as the SC- and IA-discriminators
were positioned, compared to the BM-discriminator. The DWS-discriminators is expected to conform
to either one of the following equations:
√10 reduction of stream power: 𝜔 = 28.46 ∗ 𝐷50 0.42

(6)

Tenfold reduction of stream power: 𝜔 = 9 ∗ 𝐷50 0.42
Figure 4 provides an overview of the two expected possible DWS-discriminators.

(7)

Figure 4: Hypothesis, The DWS-discriminator (black line) is expected to be situated parallel to all the
other discriminators, at a level corresponding with a stream power of: 1 following equation 6 or 2
following equation 7. Figure adapted from Kleinhans and van den Berg, (2011).
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Study area and geological background
Catchment area
The study area of interest was the Krycklan catchment
(64°14’N, 19°46’E, red star in Figure 5) situated in northern
Sweden, in Vindeln [Laudon et al., 2013]. The Krycklan
Catchment Study (KCS) has been the stage for biogeochemical,
hydrological, and ecological research for the past 40 years
[Laudon et al., 2013]. In addition, the Krycklan catchment
houses some mostly undisturbed patches of DWS areas. The
availability of a lot of auxiliary knowledge and the presence of
undisturbed DWS areas made Krycklan a perfect catchment to
test the hypothesis of this study. The total area of the Krycklan
catchment is 6,790 ha. Figure 6 gives an overview of the
location of each sub catchment in the region [Laudon et al.,
2013]. The climate of the region is cold temperate humid with Figure 5: Topographic image of Sweden.
The location of the KCS study area is
persistent snow cover during the winter [Leach et al., 2017].
situated at the red star. Figure taken
The mean annual temperature and precipitation are 1.8°C and from [maps-sweden.com].
614 mm, respectively [Laudon et al., 2013]. Roughly 35-50% of
the annual precipitation is snowfall and there are approximately 167 days of snow cover per year
[Laudon and Ottosson-Löfvenius, 2016]. Furthermore, an annual snowmelt period takes place at the
end of April/start of May, which is monitored thoroughly [Laudon and Ottosson-Löfvenius, 2016]. This
snowmelt period will provide data for the dominant discharge, which is required for the calculation of
the potential specific stream power [Van den Berg, 1995].

Site selection
The DWS areas are only a small part of the Krycklan region and sparsely spread throughout the region.
Therefore, the study will focus on the headwaters of the catchment, as the largest DWS patches are
present in this area (Figures 7 and 10). The DWS areas are all positioned in the boreal forest (peatlands
chapter) in the depressions between glacial moraines. The main research interest was on one
particular headwater stream where multiple DWS areas were connected to the main channel, through
Discrete Riparian Inflow Points (DRIPs) [Ploum et al., 2018; Ploum et al., 2019]. This stream reach
(Figure 7) is one of the best
monitored areas of the KCS,
resulting in the availability of
excessive auxiliary information
[Ivarsson and Johnsson, 1988;
Laudon et al., 2013; Karlsen et al.,
2016; Leach et al., 2017; Sterte et
al., 2018; Ploum et al., 2019]. There
are two gauging stations, one
upstream (C5, 65 ha) and one
downstream (C6, 110 ha) [Laudon et
al., 2013] (Figures 6 and 10), which
will provide discharge data for the
main channel of the study area. The
average peak flow for C5 and C6 is
0.088 and 0.13 m³/s, respectively. A
paired
well
network
was
established in 2015, partially Figure 6: Krycklan catchment, the red dots indicate the subcovering the considered DWS areas. catchments as described in Laudon et al., (2013). Taken from
The fieldwork locations (Figure 10) [Kasurinen et al., 2016].
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Figure 7: Digital elevation model (DEM) of the KCS. Fieldwork area is situated in the red rectangle.
Bottom left map shows an overview of the rectangle area.

were selected based on the presence of a DRIP in
combination with a DWS (Locations 201, 202, 203, 204,
205, 208 and 209).

Discrete riparian inflow point (DRIP)
DRIPs are locations along the stream (riparian zone)
where subsurface flow paths confluence before
discharging into the stream channel (Figure 8) [Ploum et
al., 2018; Ploum et al., 2019]. The majority of catchment
water inputs enter the stream channel at these locations,
acting as a transition point from terrestrial to aquatic
ecosystems. These parts of the riparian zone are
considered to have a particularly large control on
hydrology, biogeochemistry, and stream ecology
[Kuglerová et al., 2014a; Kuglerová et al., 2014b; Leach et
al., 2017; Ploum et al., 2019]. Therefore, DRIPs are a
crucial landscape element, as they are a transitional point
where water accumulates from the neighbouring DWS
areas. As a result, DRIPs can be considered as landscape
features that closely resemble the stages of channel
formation without actually having a channel. DRIPs will
act as the lower boundary condition for channel
formation and thus simultaneously as an upper boundary
condition for DWS formation. The upslope contributing

Figure 8, Overview of the locations (C5) of the
DRIPs, related to the channel (blue line),
riparian zone (green area), and the DWS (white
area). The figure also provides an overview of
the hydrological pathways moving towards
DRIPs and the riparian zone. Figure adapted
from Figure 1 of Ploum et al., (2019).
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area of each DRIP (water input) was calculated based on topography, thereby allowing the estimation
of relative catchment contributions from hydrographs [Leach et al., 2017].

Geology and geomorphology of the study area
Glaciation
The Weichselien glaciation was the main source that
determined the recent geology of Scandinavia, and
therefore also the geology of the Krycklan
catchment. This glaciation period, that started
approximately 115,000 years ago and ended 11,700
years ago [Litt et al., 2007], was characterized by the
Fennoscandian ice sheet spreading out from the
Scandinavian mountains, thereby covering a large
part of Northern Europe (Figure 9). The borders of
the ice sheet were situated around the middle of the
UK, Denmark, and Northern Poland. The region
south of the ice sheet was mainly dominated by a
polar tundra climate. Currently, the geological
phenomenon of isostatic rebound is occurring in this
region, resulting in an uplift of the Scandinavian Figure 9: Extent to which the Weichselien ice sheet
covered northern Europe.
peninsula of 9 mm/year [Berglund, 2012].

Highest coastline
The highest former coastline (during the Weichselien glaciation) of Sweden is situated in the Krycklan
region. At the end of the ice age, around 11,700 years ago [Litt et al., 2007], Krycklan was positioned
in a coastal region with the coastline situated in the fieldwork area. Below the coastline, sedimentation
processes are dominant whereas erosive processes are prominent above the coastline. Nowadays, the
coastline is roughly 50 km to the east, the recession of the coastline is caused by isostatic uplift of the
northern Bothnian Gulf [Ågren and Svensson, 2006; Berglund, 2012]. This results in rivers starting to
incise into the landscape. The change in distance and slope will cause a river to increase its incision
rate upstream.

Moraines
Glacial moraines are accumulations of rock debris, most often glacial till, that are carried and
subsequently deposited by a glacier [Bennett, 2001]. Moraines are the biggest geological units present
in the study area. The size of the deposited materials varies from boulders and rock blocks to sand,
gravel, and even clay [Hättestrand, 1997]. Moraine deposits in the research area are mainly unsorted
glacial till combined with randomly spread boulders that are deposited during glacial retreat with the
ice sheet slowly retreating north. During this retreat, the glacier dropped large amount of boulders
and blocks mainly in the headwaters of the KCS. The last layer deposited is the sandy gravel layer,
which marks the boundary between the glacial reduced grey soil and the mainly organic rich topsoil.
The large moraines present in the research area are of the ground moraine type, i.e. a type of moraine
with till covered areas, which creates a very irregular topography. The till is deposited underneath the
glacier and mainly consists of clay and/or sand. The smaller ground moraines present are most likely
Rogen moraines. These are sub glacially formed moraines prevalent in Fennoscandia (Sweden)
[Hättestrand and Kleman, 1999; Möller, 2006]. This moraine type is situated in the central areas of the
ice sheet where the Krycklan area was situated during the last glacial. The characteristic landform of
this moraine type is that of a regularly spaced wavy pattern formed by the perpendicular ice flow
[Dunlop and Clark, 2006]. Rogen moraines most often span a certain size range of 10-30 m high, 150-
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Figure 10: Detailed overview of the fieldwork area. Sampling locations and locations of interest are highlighted
on the map. Red dots: Sampling locations, Black boxes: Channel discharge measurement locations of the Swedish
agricultural university (SLU).

300 m wide, and 300-1200 m long [Hättestrand and Kleman, 1999]. Field observations confirm this
pattern to be present in the area, although this is not always clearly visible in the DEM in Figure 11.

Rivers
The main channel of the fieldwork area is situated at the lowest point of a depression in the landscape
and originates from a small lake in the upstream section near measurement point C5 (Figures 7 and
10) [Leach et al., 2017]. The depression is part of the smaller moraines in the region, which causes an
alternation between depressions and ridges in the landscape of the KCS area. The main channel flows
in a south-east direction where it links with multiple other small streams into a larger channel. This
channel is situated between location C5 and C6 of Figures 7 and 10 and is a first order stream
originating from a lake (Figure 10). Its width is varying from 1-1.5 m and its depth, when filled, is varying
around 0.6-1 m. The isostatic uplift of the region causes rivers to incise into the landscape. This is also
the case fir the main channel in the fieldwork area. This causes the incising river to be the most likely
river type of the fieldwork area’s main channel.

Peatlands
Peat soils form when plant remains are not fully decomposed, due to waterlogged or anaerobic
conditions [Gorham, 1957; Keddy, 2010]. The wetland landscape type is favourable for the formation
of peat. When peat is formed, it starts to hold an increasing amount of the water entering the wetland
from external sources, slowly causing the wetland to expand [Keddy, 2010]. Ponds are common to
form in peatlands due to the amount of water flowing or raining into the wetlands. These ponds
increase the water holding capacity of the peat. The peatlands in Krycklan were formed after all the
glaciers retreated [Rundgren, 2008]. The leftover meltwater created waterlogged conditions and this
generated an anaerobic environment for any vegetation present to not properly decay. The cold
climate in northern Sweden induced a lower decomposition rate for plant material. A combination of
the wet cold boreal climate initiated a steady accumulation of peat, since the glacial retreat.
13

Figure 11: 2 by 2 m DEM of the KCS area. The height is given in m above sea level. All the purple and pink areas
are higher situated moraine landforms. The black rimmed ovals give a few examples of the observable ground
(largest oval) and Rogen moraines (smaller ovals) in the DEM. Some of the moraines are larger than the normal
sizes observed for Rogen moraines, these are the larger ground moraines. The white rectangle depicts the
boundaries of the study area and the most important DRIP locations are shown in the detailed overview of the
rectangle area on the left.

Peat growth is initiated when retention dominates the water balance, thereby using leftover water in
the system [Moore and Bellamy, 1974]. Peat can be classified in three distinct types: primary,
secondary, and tertiary peat (Figure 12). Primary peat is the type of peat that starts accumulating in
the initial depression in an area. Secondary peat accumulates beyond the upper level of the basin or
depression, but is still within the groundwater limits. Tertiary peats develop above the groundwater
limits. Secondary and tertiary peat can only be found in systems with high retention values that are
mainly located in cold boreal regions, like the Krycklan catchment.
Moore and Bellamy, (1974) described the various stages of peat development in five stages (Figure
13).

Figure 12: Overview of the different peat types and their succession. From Moore and Bellamy (1974).
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Stage 1: Peat development starts when water flows into the system. This stage happened in
Krycklan after the glacial retreat.
Stage 2: Peat accumulation forces the rivers to channelize their flow as the accumulated peat
is hard to erode for the small channels. This forces the river to flow its course in only several
channels in the area, leaving some areas that are only influenced by groundwater.
Stage 3: Vertical growth of the peat continues and is further constricting river formation,
forcing the river to continue in just a few channels. Large parts of the basin are left to be only
influenced by groundwater flow.
Stage 4: Peat continues to accumulate and most of the peatland is now unaffected by the river
channel. Only one or a few channels remain active. Inundation only occurs when the water
table rises due to heavy rainfall or snowmelt.
Stage 5: Peat surface has risen to a level where it is no longer affected by seasonal fluctuation
of the groundwater. The peat surface is mainly fed by rainwater at this stage.

The Krycklan study area features an accurate stage 4 peat development. The DWS areas in the
fieldwork area are formed following the same stages as shown in Figure 13. These DWS areas are
subject to the same water balance as described by Moore and Bellamy, (1974). However, these DWS
areas are unique compared to regular peatlands. Peatlands are very stagnant landscape types that
occur due to a lack of drainage whereas DWS areas are very slow moving bodies of water that convey
a significant volume of water and have a flow direction. The DWS transports all the water to one or
several small confluence points (DRIPs), while normal peatland often are closed hydrological systems.
DWS areas look like a regular peatland instead of a small flowing river because the peat inhibits erosion
of the landscape and thus prevents the DWS from creating one or more channels. This is the main
reason why peat development plays such a crucial part in this system, because the delicate equilibrium
would not be present in the fieldwork area if the DWS would form multiple channels.

Figure 13: The succession of the different stages in peat
development. This simple model adapted from Moore
and Bellamy (1974) provides a basic overview of the
build-up over the ages for peatlands, like the ones found
in the KCS.
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Methodology
The river stability diagram will be utilised to establish the methodology of this study. All the parameters
required for the river stability diagram (equation 2) will be calculated individually. An overview of the
most important parameters can be seen in Table 1.
Table 1: Overview of important parameters, discussed in the methodology chapter and a short summary of the
methodology used to obtain each individual parameter.
Parameter
Methodology
Potential specific stream Calculation of peak flow discharge, valley gradient and reference width
power (W/m²)
Peak flow discharge (m³/s) Calculation sub-catchment area and relative snowmelt discharge at the outlet of each subcatchment
Valley gradient
Gradient calculation using the DEM of the fieldwork area in ArcGIS
Median grain size (mm)
Preparation of the samples by using loss on ignition and calculation of the D50 using sieve
analysis
Organic matter percentage Calculation of the organic matter percentage by filtering out water and mineral fraction
during sample preperation
Channel width (m)
Calculation of the reference width for the DRIP channels and average width of the DWS
areas

Data collection

Borehole data collection
The same sampling strategy was used for every lithological profile drilling in order to keep the gathered
data uniform. This strategy consisted of making multiple lithological profiles for each of the locations
(Figure 10). One lithological profile was taken for at least one DRIP and one DWS at all locations that
included DRIPs. At steeper DRIP and DWS areas (201, 202, 203, and 205), the surrounding upslope area
was included in the lithological profile to visualize the complete subsurface transect of DRIP → DWS
→ Forest. The forest was included to determine the local lithological differences of the subsurface.
Additionally, this was done to determine if the lithological layers observed in the DWS/DRIP locations
could also be detected deeper in the lithological profile of the forest sites. Forest area means: the
sandy slopes neighbouring the DWS areas that only show regular growth of pine trees, and has an
absence of the abundant mosses in contrast to the DWS area.
Nine locations along the main channel of the fieldwork area were sampled (Figures 10 and 18). Six of
these locations (locations 201, 202, 203, 204, 205 and 208) were selected based on the presence of a
DRIP. Locations 206 and 207 were selected based on its topographical position in the landscape, being
positioned upstream of 204. Location 209 was chosen as it was the origin of a small chain of ponds
ending at the DRIP of location 208. The locations were numbered 201-209 to differentiate the locations
from a previous fieldwork location that started at number 1. The actual fieldwork area (Figures 10 and
18) was the second area explored. Therefore, the numbering used in this report starts with a 2.
All the individual borehole locations were chosen by combining the locations of all the observed DRIPs
(determined during reconnaissance fieldwork) with a map of the recognized DWS areas in the Krycklan
catchment in ArcGIS. The location of the DRIP was selected as the first borehole location, resulting in
the location code ‘20XA’. Additionally, one location was selected in the DWS 5-10 m away from the
first location, towards the direction perpendicular to the main channel. This borehole always has the
code ‘20XB’. Another DWS borehole location was selected based on the presence of a DWS on the
other side of the main channel. This location was as distant from the main channel as the first DWS
borehole (20XB). This borehole was only present for locations 203 and 205, coded 203D and 205C,
respectively. An additional borehole was also drilled in the neighbouring forested area in case the
forest was within 5-10 m from either 20XB or 203D/205C. See Figure 18 at the end of the methodology
chapter for an overview of the most important borehole locations and their corresponding codes.
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The maximum drilling depth feasible for one person was 3.20 m. Therefore, 3.20 m was taken as the
maximum depth in this fieldwork campaign. The minimum drilling depth was set on 0.10 m. The depth
of 3.20 m was only reached twice, as glacial or old channel gravel deposition or bedrock layer often
prevented deeper drilling.
In case a shallow bedrock layer was reached, multiple additional boreholes were drilled roughly 2-3 m
north, east, south, and westward of the initial drill site to determine if the bedrock layer was either
very localized or covered a larger part of the area. The bedrock layer was mostly present in the
upstream locations (locations 206, 207, 208 and 209). The original lithological profile was chosen, if
the surrounding boreholes also had the bedrock layer at a comparable depth (approximate difference
of 0.10 m), otherwise, the deepest lithological profile was chosen as the representative layer.
For each drilling, a standardized drill form was used to register the texture, organic matter content
type, type of plant remains, colour, presence of gravel, and the groundwater depth (Appendix 2). The
field form is the standard form used by the soil geography and landscape department of Wageningen
University and Research. LLG2012, a programme developed by the University of Utrecht, was used to
visualize the boreholes and transects.
Location 201 was discarded in the end, as the location did not have a proper DRIP. The stream at this
location could already be classified as a tributary. In addition, the data from locations 206 and 207
were neither used in this study, as it did not have a DRIP present and the focus on topographical
differences was discarded over the course of this study. Finally, the data for location 209 was also
excluded from this study, because the chain of ponds present did not resemble a DRIP.

Mapping of glacial subsurface
In order to utilize DRIPs as an upper boundary condition, the expected locations of the DRIPs should
be validated by determining the sub-surface accumulation areas where water coincides with the DRIP
locations. In case the DRIPs are not located at an expected confluence point, an incorrect assumption
could be made, resulting in a falsely assessment of a DRIP.
DRIPs are expected to be situated in a local depression in the area, due to the fact that the preferential
flow path is expected to accumulate in a topographical depression [Jencso et al., 2009; Ågren et al.,
2014; Wallace et al., 2018]. Surface and glacial sub-surface profiles were studied in order to examine
whether the DRIPs are located at possible accumulation (depressions) points of the groundwater flow
path. An additional DEM of the glacial subsurface layer was created by determining if the DRIPs were
situated at the lowest point of their sub-catchments (in order) to analyse if the DRIPs are located at
the accumulation point of the groundwater flow paths. The DEM will show the height of the glacial
subsurface layer of the area, instead of the surface height. The depth of the peat layer will be
subtracted from the DEM (Figure 11), the assumption can be made that the slope could act as an
indicator for groundwater flow.
Additional fieldwork to obtain the depth of the glacial layer was conducted. The depth of the soil layer,
until the gravel or bedrock was reached, was taken as the depth of the peat layer. This length was then
subtracted from the height of the original DEM (Figure 11). The sampling strategy was a regular grid
with samples roughly every 5 m from each other, depending upon accessibility. Figure 14 gives an
overview of the sampling strategy and every individual sampling location of the DWS area, which
houses DRIP 203, 204 and 205. At every sampling location, one auguring was done by inserting the
gouge auger into the soil and press it downwards until the auger meets the resistance from the glacial
gravel layer or bedrock. The maximum depth of the gouge auger was 1.50 m, thereby limiting the
maximal measurable depth. There were eight locations where the distance until the gravel or bedrock
layer was deeper than 1.50 m and these were marked as 1.50+ m.
Five DWS areas in total were measured. Location 201, 202, 203/204/205 (taken as one large area) and
208/209 (taken as one large area). However, location 201 was discarded. Location 202 was also
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Figure 14: Overview of the sampling strategy. Example given is of the DWS area, which includes DRIP
203, 204 and 205. The same grid strategy was used for the other areas. The pink area is the DWS area.
The sampling locations are shown as green dots. The DRIPs are shown as white dots.

abandoned due to the small size of the area and the limited amount of sampling points, resulting in a
low resolution interpolation map. In total about 200 measurements were taken for all the locations.
All measurement points were inserted in GIS (Figure 14) in order to create a new DEM of the glacial
subsurface. Subsequently, nearest neighbour interpolation was used to create a glacial subsurface
DEM of all the sampled areas. Nearest neighbour interpolation is a weighted-average interpolation
method where only the closest possible points in every direction influences the calculated value for
the areas in-between those points. It is the best method to be used for small scale areas with many
sample points.

Grain size analysis
One soil or riverbed sample for every DWS, DRIP, and Table 2: Overview of the diameter of all the used
channel part was taken for grain size analysis. At sieves and corresponding landscape type.
Sieve Diameter (mm)
locations 201, 202, 203, and 205, the regular forest Sample type
drilling were also sampled. All the samples of separate Channel samples
0.056, 0.15, 0.5, 2, 10
lithological layers of one specific drilling were put DRIP/DWS samples
0.056, 0.15, 0.5, 2
together and analyzed in one batch. The grain size
distributions were determined by using multiple sieves with varying grid sizes (Table 2). These sieve
diameters were chosen to include a large range of grain sizes, which includes the boundary between
silt and sand (0.06 mm) and sand and gravel (2 mm). The boundaries are taken according to the ISO
report [ISO., 14688-1:2002]. Sieves with the diameter of 2 mm and smaller were used for all landscape
types, while sieves with a diameter of 10 mm were also used for the channel samples, due to the larger
gravels in these samples.
Organic matter content was determined using the loss on ignition method (LOI) [Heiri et al., 2001].
Bulk samples were homogenized and dried in the oven for 24 hours at approximately 100 °C, in order
to remove water. Samples were weighed before and after drying to determine the water content.
Afterwards, all the samples were put in the muffle furnace, for the LOI [Heiri et al., 2001]. The samples
were burned in the muffle furnace for 4 hours on 550 °C and cooled down in the furnace for 20 hours.
Afterwards, all the samples were weighed once again to determine the weight loss, which accounted
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for the organic matter content. The leftover materials Table 3: Overview of the surface area of each of
of the samples accounted for the percentage of the the relevant sub-catchments where each DRIP
mineral fraction. It is assumed that the organic matter serves as the outlet for.
Surface area (km²)
percentage of peat is a proxy for riverbank strength in Location
the river stability diagram, as the compaction of peat DRIP 202
0.016
has a stabilizing effect on riverbank strength. The DRIP 203
0.022
validity of this assumption will be described in the DRIP 204
0.103
discussion.
DRIP 205
0.006
0.056
After the LOI, the particle size was determined by sieve DRIP 208
analysis using 5 sieves (Table 2). The channel samples Catchment Area (total)
0.409
often had gravels larger than 2 mm. Therefore, the
upper limit was set at a sieve diameter of 10 mm. The diameters of the sieves are perfect for the sand
and gravel boundary and close enough for the silt and sand boundary (0.004 mm difference).
The median grain size distribution (D50) was determined by calculating the cumulative weight fraction
for each sample. The cumulative weight fraction requires the weight fraction for each grain size
interval. The weight fraction of each grain size interval (WFI) can be described by equation 8:
𝑊𝐹𝐼 =

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

∗ 100

(8)

𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (((((𝑊𝐹𝐼>0.056 + 𝑊𝐹𝐼0.056−0.15 ) + 𝑊𝐹𝐼0.15−0.5 ) + 𝑊𝐹𝐼0.5−2 ) +
𝑊𝐹𝐼2−10 ) + 𝑊𝐹𝐼>10 )

(9)

Cumulative fractions of each sample were calculated by adding all the weight fractions together;
starting with the lowest grain size percentage interval (>0.056 mm) and continuously adding the next
lowest grain size percentage interval until the 100% was reached (equation 9). These cumulative
fractions and grain size intervals were plotted on
a logarithmic scale. The point where the curve
intersects 50% mark on the Y axis is the value for
the D50. Appendix 3 shows an overview of all the
percentages of each grain size interval and the
results of the cumulative fraction calculation.

Discharge calculations
The method used for discharge calculation is the
flow accumulation method. This method was
described for the Krycklan catchment by Leach et
al., (2017) and allowed for the calculation of the
contributing upslope area (sub-catchment area)
for each DRIP and DWS by combining multiple
contributing area and flow accumulation
algorithms. This method is used in this study, as
an alternative due to the lack of discharge
measurements stations for the DRIPs and DWS
areas. Data for the cumulative upslope area was
available for the whole channel reach. It was
possible to link this data to each DRIP/DWS when
combining the distance of each DRIP from
location C5 to a value of the contributing area at
the same distance from location C5. Figure 15
shows an overview of the flow accumulation

Figure 15: Flow accumulation model for the fieldwork
area. Each measured DRIP is coupled to a significant
increase of upslope contributing area (bottom section)
and the profile graph of the main channel (upper
section).
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model (bottom section) and the location of each DRIP (upper Table 4: Peak discharge values of
section). Hence it was possible to calculate how much percent of the area in-between C5 and C6, for
the total catchment area each sub-catchment encompassed (Table the years 2014-2017.
Peak discharge (l/s)
3). After doing this, the peak flow discharge was determined by Year
2014
21.78
using the peak flow data for the years 2014-2017 (years with
2015
36.91
available peak flow data) of the main channel (Table 4). The peak
flow data was available for both the upstream location (C5) and
2016
36.89
downstream location (C6) of the main channel. The difference in
2017
69.20
the discharge upstream and downstream was calculated, thereby
assuming that this difference is completely caused by input from all the DRIPs along the main channel
(Table 4). The discharge for each DRIP/DWS was then calculated for each peak flow moment according
to equation 10:
𝑄𝐷𝑅𝐼𝑃 = 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ (𝑄𝐶6 − 𝑄𝐶5 )

(10)

𝐷𝑊𝑆

The same discharge was used for both the DRIPs and DWS area at the same location, as the same water
first flows over/through the DWS and accumulates at the DRIP.

Valley gradient
The valley gradient, which is required for
calculating the PSSP (equation 2), was
established by drawing profile graphs in
GIS (Figure 16) and afterwards
determining the slope from those
graphs. First, the toolbar ‘3D analyst’ and
subsequently the function ‘interpolate
line’ was used in GIS to draw 6 lines
along the valley gradient. These lines
were perpendicular to the main channel
at each of the DRIP locations (202, 203,
204, 205 and 208). In addition, the
function ‘interpolate line’ was also Figure 16: Example profile graph for location 204, as drawn in
applied to draw profile graphs along the GIS. The depression at 190 m at the X-axis is the main channel.
upstream and downstream part of the The valley gradient is calculated for the valley reach in-between
main channel at location C5 and C6. Six the two red lines.
profile graphs were computed for each location. Afterwards, the valley gradient was calculated using
equation 11:
𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

(11)

The same valley gradient was used for both the DRIPs and DWS areas. The calculated valley gradients
encompass both the DRIP area and the DWS area, and thus the values calculated using equation 11
are valid for both types. Profile graphs showing all the valley gradient data for every location is shown
in Appendix 4.

Reference width
It is important to keep every parameter for the PSSP channel independent in order to predict channel
patterns for the stability diagram. If channel dependent parameters would be utilised, the channel
patterns cannot be properly discriminated in the river stability diagram [Van den Berg, 1995]. The
reference width was proposed as an alternative for the channel width by Van den Berg, (1995) in order
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to make the width channel independent. The reference width is independent of channel geometry.
The width of single thread rivers can generally be described by a simple equation first introduced by
Lacey, (1930) (equation 12):
𝑊 = 𝑎𝑄𝑏𝑓 𝑏
(12)
Various studies have already shown that the exponent b varies around a value of 0.50 for a multitude
of river types [Nixon et al., 1959; Simons and Albertson, 1960; Kellerhals, 1967 Charlton et al., 1978;
Bray, 1982; Hey and Thorne, 1986; Van den Berg, 1995]. Van den Berg, (1995) proposed that the
reference width equations equals 𝑎 = 4.7 for sand and 𝑎 = 3.0 for gravel. These studies focused on
gravel and sand bed braided, meandering, and stable rivers. The DRIPs in the fieldwork area are neither
of those. Additionally, the DRIPs have a bed made of mainly organic matter with an included sand
fraction. Therefore, the values for 𝑎 and 𝑏 as presented in Van den Berg, (1995) are not valid and thus
cannot be utilized for the DRIPs in the fieldwork area. Hence, to obtain a proper channel independent
width for the DRIPs, new unique values for 𝑎 and 𝑏 were determined by measuring the actual width of
each DRIP and plotting it against the corresponding peak discharge in a logarithmic graph (Figure 17).
The equation for the corresponding trendline of each data point is visible in Figure 17.
The reference width for all DRIPs will be calculated using equation 13:
𝑊𝑟 = 18.43𝑄0.46

(13)

Besides the DRIPs, there were also additional data points plotted for similar channel types for
comparison purposes. The data points plotted were from two studies researching peatland streams
[Watters and Stanley, 2007; Nanson et al., 2010], one researching intertidal mud flats [Kleinhans et al.,
2018] and one researching a laterally stable channel and its tributaries [Menting and Meijles, 2019].
These channel types were chosen as all are either located in similar landscape types (peatlands) or are
very cohesive of nature (muds and peat) or both. In case the similar channel data points closely
resemble the data from equation 13 the reference width equation will be validated. The equation is
more applicable for DRIPs and peatland channels the more similar channel types plot close to the
reference width line. Figure 17 shows that the position of the peatland rivers coincide pretty well with
equation 13. The data points of Watters and Stanley, (2007) are located on the line itself, while the
data points of Nanson et al., (2010) and Menting and Meijles, (2019) are positioned lower in the Figure,
but still reside close to the line. The only data points which show no relation with equation 13, are the
data points of the tidal channels. Those channels are too narrow for their discharge to coincide with
equation 13, indicating a missing relationship between tidal channels and DRIPs/peatland channels.
However, there appears to be a connection between DRIPs and other peatland channels based on the
close proximity of the data points to the line drawn from the DRIPs.
Another factor important for the establishment of the stability diagrams for the DWS areas is the
channel width. Unfortunately, it was not possible to calculate a proper reference width for the DWS
areas, as there was no clear relationship between the peak flow discharge (Q) and the average width
of the DWS. The formula for the trendline also differed notably from the trendlines obtained in
previous studies regarding equation 12 [Nixon et al., 1959; Simons and Albertson, 1963; Kellerhals,
1967 Charlton et al., 1978; Bray, 1982; Hey and Thorne, 1986; Van den Berg 1995]. Instead equation
14 was the obtained formula for the reference width for the DWS areas:
𝑊𝑟 = 236.1𝑄0.2943

(14)

By utilising equation 14 to calculate the reference width, a large discrepancy would occur between the
reference width and actual width of the DWS areas. For example, the utilization of equation 14 resulted
in a discrepancy of -118.6% for DWS location 208 (DWS 208). This large discrepancy, together with the
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high variance between data points, resulted in the decision to use the actual width of the DWS areas
instead of the reference width. The average width was obtained by measuring the width at set intervals
perpendicular from the main flow paths of each DWS. The borders for each separate DWS area were
determined by using the basin map in GIS, which showed rough outlines of the different subcatchments for each DRIP. In addition, the DWS areas were combined with the previous map and the
overlapping positions were examined to indicate the DWS area border. That overlapping area was
taken as the DWS area, and the average width was calculated by using these areas. The limitations and
consequences linked to using the actual DWS width instead of the reference width will be discussed in
more detail in the discussion.

Figure 17: Graph showing the actual measured DRIP width plotted against the peak discharge to obtain the
formula for the reference width. Data points for similar channel types are also depicted to check if the reference
width formula for the DRIPs is also valid for similar river types. Blue: DRIPs, Red and Pink: peatland channels,
Orange: laterally stable channel and Green: tidal mud flat channels.
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Figure 18: Overview of all the relevant borehole locations and transects sampled during the field work campaign.
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Results
Lithological profiles
The lithological transects provide an overview of the Table 5: Description of all the abbreviation
textural sequence of the different locations. These and Dutch terms used in the legend of the
lithological sequences act as background information, of LLG2012 borehole transects of Figures 19-23.
Definition
how the DWS areas are built up, thereby providing a Abbreviation
clearer overview of the geological build-up of the area. V3
Peat
However, no additional data will be generated to answer V2
Clayey Peat
the research question.
V1
Peaty Clay
Peaty Sand
Figures 19-23 give an overview of all the boreholes drilled VZ
Sandy Peat
during fieldwork (locations 202, 203, 204, 205, and 208, ZV
respectively). The drilling procedure is described in the first ZZL
Clay Loam
sub-chapter of the methodology.
MZL
Sandy Loam
Loamy Sand
An overview of the transects for each location with a DRIP LZL
can be seen in the figures. Each relevant layer per drilling is Z-(ZZL, MZL, LZL) Significant sandfraction included
colour coded, based on organic and/or textural
differences. Moreover, the type of plant remains found in UFZ
Extremely Fine Sand
the soil and relevant layers of gravel are included. Table 5 ZFZ
Very Fine Sand
provides an overview of each abbreviation in the legend of FZ
Fine Sand
the figures. The depression in each profile represents the MZ
Medium Coarse Sand
main channel. This representation is not the actual channel
Z
Sand
dimension, but an approximation of the channel
Loamy Sand
dimension. Figure 18 displays an overview of the location ILZ
Sandy Loam
of each individual borehole and each transect in the MLZ
ULZ
Strong Sandy Loam
fieldwork area.
LZ
Weak Sandy Loam
The textural layers classified in the field are prone to small
Grind
Gravel
mistakes. Therefore, the actual boundaries for certain
Sphagnum Moss
textural layers could be positioned a bit higher or lower in Mos
Plantenresten
Plant Remains
the profile. In addition, some layers are very similar in
End of Drilling
texture while being classified as a different textural layer Einde boring
(e.g. MLZ, MZL or ILZ), leading to textural layers being misinterpreted in the lithological profiles. Figures
19-23 depict the most likely textural sequence of the subsurface. However, small discrepancies are
possible, due to measurement errors.

Transect 202
Figure 19 shows an overview of the transect for location 202. A clear textural sequence between
boreholes 202A and 202B is observed, due to a shift in texture type of the samples. In contrast,
borehole 202C shows a clear difference in lithological sequence. The layer close to the glacial
subsurface boundary is a loamy sand layer of at least 40 cm thick with gravels present (ILZ, orange
layer at borehole 202A). The second layer is a sandy loam layer of 30-40 cm thick, that is situated in
both boreholes (MLZ, purple layer at boreholes 202A and 202B). The third layer is a sandy peat layer
of 20-30 cm thick, that is located in both boreholes (ZV, light-brown layer at boreholes 202A and 202B).
The upper layer is a pure peat layer of 20-50 cm thick, which is visible in both boreholes(V3, dark brown
layer at boreholes 202A and 202B). The borehole situated on the other side of the channel, borehole
202C, is located on a regular forested ground instead of a DWS. The DWS area only occurred at the
west side of the channel. The lithological sequence on this side of the channel differs from the DWS
side of the channel due to a lack of peat. The lower part of the sequence was a sandy loam layer of 100
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Figure 19: Lithological profiles for transect 202. The lines are an approximation of where every textural layer is
located in the subsurface profile. The small depression in the middle depicts the main channel.

cm (MZL, yellow layer at borehole 202C). The upper part of the sequence was a sandy peat layer of 20
cm (ZV, light brown layer at borehole 202C).
202A and 202B display a similar peat layer in the top part of the soil while getting more a more sandy
texture with increasing depth. This gradual coarsening downward sequence is caused by the glacial
gravel layer deeper in the soil, resulting in the peat mixing with sand and gravels. Borehole 202C is
dominated by sandy layers while having only a small peaty layer on top. This indicates the large local
differences in the lithology that can occur at each location.

Transect 203
Figure 20 shows an overview of the transect for location 203. There is more variety in this transect
compared to the transect of location 202. Although there are a lot of similarities between each
borehole, no borehole shows the same textural sequence. The lowest layer found in this transect was

Figure 20: Lithological profiles for transect 203. The lines are an approximation of where every textural layer is
located in the subsurface profile. The small depression on the left depicts the main channel.
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part of the glacial subsurface. Borehole 203A was one of the three locations where the gravel layer on
top of the glacial layer was penetrated. The glacial subsurface layer is at least 150 cm thick and has a
fining downward sequence. The expected depth of the subsurface layer is unknown as it was not
possible to continue drilling due to the maximum length of the drill. The first layer starts with a loamy
sand texture and gradually becomes finer until the texture has changed to a clay loam layer (LZL→ZZL,
yellow layer at borehole 203A). The second layer is a 30-70 cm thick (loamy) sand layer, which is the
top layer of borehole 203C (ILZ/Z, orange layer at boreholes 203A, 203C and 203D). The third layer
only occurs at borehole 203A, which is a 40 cm layer of sandy loam (MLZ, purple layer at borehole
203A). The following layer is a 10-60 cm thick sandy peat layer (ZV, light-brown layer at boreholes
203A, 203B and 203D). The upper layer in the lithological transect is a 60-160 cm thick layer of pure
peat (V3, dark-brown layer at boreholes 203A, 203B and 203D).
Boreholes 203D and 203A show a similar sequence as transect 202 (Figure 19) and consists of a peat
layer that slowly shifts towards a sandy texture the deeper the lithological profile gets. The textural
transition follows the same sequence as transect 202 of coarsening downwards until the glacial gravel
layer. The glacial till layer (yellow layer at borehole 203A) is a grey reduced (depleted of minerals)
loamy layer, which gradually gets a finer texture the deeper it gets. This layer shows textural similarities
to the layers present at the forest locations of boreholes 202C and 203C. Borehole 203B was situated
on a local wet depression in the landscape, resulting in a very uniform and deep peat layer until the
glacial gravel layer is reached. This depression in the valley is the location where the peat is
accumulating at its largest rate [Moore and Bellamy, 1974]. This location is also farther away from the
channel, resulting in a thicker peat layer in the middle of the valley [Moore and Bellamy, 1974].

Borehole 204
Figure 21 displays the single borehole made at location 204. There is only one borehole at this location,
as the transect for location 204 initially included boreholes 203D and 205B. After completion of the
fieldwork, it was decided to change the transect of location 204 from parallel from the main channel
to perpendicular. Borehole 204A is the second borehole where the gravel layer was penetrated
(borehole 206A was the third, but the lithological profile was outside the scope of this study). The
deepest layer found was a 60 cm thick layer of sandy loam to strong sandy loam (MLZ→ULZ, purple
layer at borehole 204A). The second layer was a 120 cm thick layer, which starts with loamy sand and

Figure 21: The single borehole for location 204. The lines are an approximation of where every textural layer is
located in the subsurface profile. The small depression on the right depicts the main channel.
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gradually transitions to sand (LLZ→Z, orange layer at borehole 204A). The next layer is a 70 cm thick
layer of sandy peat (ZV, light-brown layer at borehole 204A). The upper layer is a 70 cm thick layer of
pure peat (V3, dark-brown layer at borehole 204A).
The layers beneath the sandy peat layer can be considered the glacial layer, because the next layer
was dominated by gravels for several decimetres, before becoming a loamy sand layer. Although there
are slight textural differences, the glacial till layer of borehole 204A is similar to the till layer found in
borehole 203A. Both layers are dominated by sandy and loamy textural layers, grey, and reduced. Like
location 203 the depression of the valley is located in the middle of the valley, resulting in the peat
layer being thicker [Moore and Bellamy, 1974].

Transect 205
The transect for location 205 is shown in Figure 22. Clear textural differences can be seen depending
on the position in the landscape. Boreholes 205B and 205C are both DWS locations and show a similar
textural sequence whereas the DRIP (borehole 205A) and forest slope (borehole 205D) show clear
differences. The deepest layer observed is 30-80 cm thick, which gradually makes a transition from
loamy sand to sand (ILZ→Z, orange layer at boreholes 205B, 205C and 205D). The second layer is a very
thin 10 cm thick sandy loam layer only present in borehole 205C (MLZ, purple layer at borehole 205C).
The next layer is a 30-40 cm thick layer of sandy peat (ZV, light-brown layer at boreholes 205B and
205C). The upper layer is a 50-70 cm thick layer of pure peat (V3, dark-brown layer at boreholes 205A,
205B and 205C). The upper layer differs at the regular forested slope at borehole 205D, as the upper
layer in 205D is a 30 cm thick layer of loamy sand (LZL, yellow layer).
The same kind of textural sequences can be observed in boreholes 205A, 205B and 205C when
compared to the boreholes 202A, 202B, 203A, 203B and 204A. The layers start very peaty and becomes
sandier at increasing depth. The sequences are shallower for location 205 compared to locations 203
and 204, because the glacial gravel layer is closer to the surface, as location 205 is situated higher up
the slope. Borehole 205D displays the same sandy textures as the other forest boreholes.

Figure 22: Lithological profiles for transect 205. The lines are an approximation of where every textural layer is
located in the subsurface profile. The small depression on the left depicts the main channel.

Transect 208
The small transect made for location 208 is visualized in Figure 23. There were two boreholes drilled
in this transect, one for the DRIP (borehole 208A) and one for the DWS (borehole 208B). These are the
only two boreholes for this transect, as no distinctive DWS was located both on the right side of the
main channel. Only a 60-80 cm thick pure peat layer (V3, dark-brown layer at boreholes 208A and
208B) was visible in this transect. This is because the lithological profiles at location 208 were cut off
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by a bedrock layer close to the surface. Additionally, the profile is relatively shallow compared to the
other DRIP locations due to the upstream positioning in the landscape.

Figure 23: Lithological profiles for transect 208. The lines are an approximation of where the textural layer is
located in the subsurface profile. The small depression on the left depicts the main channel.

Glacial subsurface maps
To confirm that the DRIPs are located at the confluence points for water flow and thus can be properly
used as an upper boundary condition for DWS areas, glacial subsurface maps were made (Figures 24
and 25). These maps verified the predominant presence of DRIPs in local depressions. Jencso et al.,
(2009); Ågren et al., (2014) and Wallace et al., (2018) demonstrated the confluence points for surface
water, shallow ground water, and flow paths often correspond with topographic depressions. The
maps in Figures 24 and 25 were made to verify this.
These subsurface maps show the subsurface gradients, and therefore show possible accumulation
points for groundwater. The flow paths move from dark blue to yellow with all the other colours
showing the gradual transition from higher in the landscape to lower in the landscape. Yellow areas
can be considered accumulation locations in the landscape. DRIPs 203 and 204 and 208 coincide with
the predicted accumulation points in Figures 24 and 25. DRIP 205 is harder to observe as an
accumulation point in Figure 24., and its location coincides with a higher part in the area (orange red
part).
The subsurface map of DRIP 208 and location 209 can be seen in Figure 25. Location 208/209 is located
higher up the landscape, compared to Figure 24, and is closer to channel location C5 (Figure 18). The
flow path of the subsurface water flow is towards DRIP 208, and the path thus confirms that DRIP 208
is a possible confluence point.

Discharge calculations
An overview of the peak flow discharge in m³/s (snowmelt period) for the years 2014-2017 for each
DRIP/DWS and the upstream and downstream locations is shown in Table 6. The peak discharge of
each individual DRIP/DWS is notably smaller than the peak discharge of the overall river system. There
is some fluctuation between the yearly peak flow data between the various locations. Location 204 is
2-10 times larger compared to the other locations and thus has the largest peak discharge every year
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Figure 24: Overview of the DEM for the glacial sub-surface layer of the area encompassing locations
203, 204 and 205. Green dots: the sampling locations. White dots: boreholes. Blue line: main channel.
White arrows: likely groundwater flow paths towards each DRIP. The background colour represents
the colour coding of the 2x2 m DEM, as displayed in Figure 11.

Figure 25: Overview of the DEM for the glacial sub-surface layer of the area encompassing locations
208 and 209. Green dots: the sampling locations. White dots: boreholes. Blue line: main channel.
White arrows: likely groundwater flow paths towards each DRIP. The background colour represents
the colour coding of the 2x2 m DEM, as displayed in Figure 11.
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Table 6: The outcomes for the peak flow discharge using the flow accumulation model for both the DRIP/DWS
locations and upstream and downstream channel locations.
Location
Peak discharge 2014 (m³/s) Peak discharge 2015 (m³/s) Peak discharge 2016 (m³/s) Peak discharge 2017 (m³/s)
DRIP/DWS 202
0.0008
0.0014
0.0014
0.0027
DRIP/DWS 203
0.0012
0.0019
0.0020
0.0037
DRIP/DWS 204
0.0055
0.0091
0.0093
0.0175
DRIP/DWS 205
0.0003
0.0005
0.0006
0.0011
DRIP/DWS 208
0.0030
0.0049
0.0050
0.0094
C5 (upstream)
0.0627
0.0799
0.0941
0.1149
C6 (downstream)
0.0845
0.1158
0.1310
0.1841

whereas DRIP 205 has the lowest peak flow discharge of every location. Beside fluctuations in peak
flow data, there are also fluctuations in peak discharge between the years. In addition, the discharge
difference increases every year, with the largest increase being between 2016 and 2017. Additionally
the five DWS areas contribute 49.5% of the total discharge difference in-between the upstream and
downstream area, when adding the discharge of the five DWS areas together and dividing it with the
difference in discharge between downstream and upstream. The discharge for the upstream and
downstream channel locations were added for comparison purposes.

Valley gradient
Table 7 displays an overview of the valley gradient Table 7: The outcomes for the average
calculations for the DRIP and DWS locations and for locations valley gradient calculations for each of the
C5 and C6 (Figure 18). The gradient values are dimensionless DRIP/DWS areas and for the upstream and
(m/m). The valley gradient for the upstream and downstream channel locations.
Valley gradient (-)
downstream channel locations were added for comparison Location
purposes. It is visible in Table 7 that the valley gradients for DRIP/DWS 202
0.049
the DWS areas (perpendicular to the channel) are clearly DRIP/DWS 203
0.071
larger than for the upstream and downstream location DRIP/DWS 204
0.042
(along the channel profile), thereby indicating the proximity DRIP/DWS 205
0.023
effect of the moraines on the gradient of the DWS areas. The
DRIP/DWS 208
0.065
proximity of the moraines results in the large gradients for
0.027
all locations. The steepest gradient is found at location 203 C5 (upstream)
0.023
with 7.1 m per 100 m and the lowest gradient is found at C6 (downstream)
locations 205 and C6 with 2.3 m per 100 m. Even the lowest valley gradient still has steep angle,
because a height difference of 2.3 m per 100 m is still a very large height variation.

Reference width
Table 8 shows the reference width for all the DRIPs. The reference widths were calculated using
equation 13 and are displayed in m. DRIP 204 has the largest width while DRIP 205 has the smallest
width. This can be explained by equation 13, as the reference width is directly linked to discharge, and
locations 204 and 205 have the largest and smallest discharge respectively (Table 6).
The average width for all the DWS areas is displayed in Table 9. The average width was calculated for
the DWS areas, as the reference width could unfortunately not be utilised in a reliable formula. DWS
locations 202, 205, and 208 show a smaller average width, as they either have smaller sub-catchments
(202 and 205)or a larger but more narrow DWS area (208). DWS 203 and 204 have the largest average
width, as their valleys and sub-catchments are larger.

Potential specific stream power
Table 10 provides an overview of the average PSSPs for each of the DRIPs and DWS areas. The PSSP
was calculated by using equation 2. Discharge data from the years 2014-2017 was utilised to calculate
the separate PSSP for each of those years. Afterwards, the PSSP for 2014-2017 was averaged and the
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subsequent uncertainty of this average calculated by taking two Table 8: Reference width for each of the
times the standard deviation of the PSSP of 2014-2017. This DRIPs.
uncertainty will be displayed as vertical error bars in the stability Location
Reference width (m)
diagrams.
DRIP 202
0.95
1.10
The outcomes for the PSSP fluctuate for each location. The DRIPs DRIP 203
2.22
show the PSSP fluctuating between 0.22-2.05 W/m². The DWS DRIP 204
DRIP
205
0.62
areas show a PSSP fluctuating between 0.005-0.15 W/m².
1.70
Location 205 has the smallest PSSP value, while DRIP 208 has the DRIP 208
largest PSSP value for PSSP for both the DRIP and DWS. The large PSSP values for location 208 can be
explained by the larger peak discharge (Table 6) and the lower channel width (Tables 8 and 9) that
results in a larger PSSP (equation 2). Location 204 has a larger value for peak discharge but also a wider
DRIP and DWS. Therefore, location 204 has a lower PSSP value compared to location 208.

Organic matter content
An overview of the organic matter (OM) and mineral fraction
distributions can be seen in Table 11. All the samples purely
consisted of organic matter and a mineral fraction. The OM
percentage will be taken as a proxy for the silt-plus-clay fraction
for the river stability diagram, as used by Candel et al.,
(submitted). The validity of this assumption will be described in
the discussion. The samples for the DRIPs were taken along the
riverbanks, the samples for the channel are of the channel bed.

Table 9: Average width for all the DWS
areas.

Location Average width (m)
DWS 202
21.80
DWS 203
81.12
DWS 204
93.96
DWS 205
29.12
DWS 208
24.01
The organic matter percentage is low for all channel samples, with OM percentages between 0.381.76%. The DRIPs show a higher OM percentage, with larger fluctuation of organic matter content
between locations. DRIPs 202 and 204 display a small OM percentage (4.69% and 6.11%, respectively),
while DRIP 203 has an OM percentage of 27.42%. DRIPs 205 and 208 display a large OM percentage
(44.95% and 69.17%, respectively). The DWS samples are lower compared to the DRIPs, but show less
fluctuations between locations. DWS 203 is the only outlier as it has the largest observed OM
percentage of all the samples. DWS 203 has an OM percentage of 74.07%. The OM content for the
other DWS samples are between 10.04-20.50%. The forest sample has almost no OM percentage and
is thus similar to all channel samples. The OM percentage will be used as a tool to determine the DWSdiscriminator for the Y- and Z-Axis of the river stability diagram, by indicating the PSSP and riverbank
strength, respectively [Candel et al., submitted].
An overview of all the data and tables used for calculating the OM percentage and the median grain
size (D50) can be seen in Appendix 3.

Grain size data
The results for the median grain size calculations
are shown in Table 12. The table provides an
overview of all the D50 values for each sample. The
D50 values were determined by calculating the
cumulative fraction for the grain sizes measured
during the laboratory analysis at the point where
the fraction is 50%. The relevant cumulative grain
size graphs are displayed in Appendix 5.

Table 10: Average PSSP for both the DRIP and DWS
locations. Also included are the uncertainties linked to
each value of the PSSP.

Location
DRIP 202
DRIP 203
DRIP 204
DRIP 205
DRIP 208
DWS 202
DWS 203
Table 12 shows the D50 data, of which the values
DWS 204
were used for the river stability diagram (Figure
26. The observed D50 values are comparable DWS 205
DWS 208

Average PSSP (W/m²) Uncertainty
0.785
0.41
1.357
0.71
1.852
0.97
0.223
0.12
2.051
1.07
0.035
0.03
0.019
0.02
0.045
0.04
0.005
0.00
0.148
0.14
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between all samples, apart from the channel samples. All
D50 values for the DRIP and DWS are smaller than 1 mm, but
they do not exceed the silt and sand boundary of 0.06 mm,
thereby indicating that the D50 values for non-channel
samples fall within the sand texture category [ISO., 146881:2002]. The D50 values for the DRIPs however display some
fluctuations: 0.25 mm for DRIPs 203, 205 and 208 and 0.62
mm for DRIPs 202 and 204. The same counts for the DWS
values, which show variations of ~0.33 mm (DWS 202, 205,
and 208) and 0.57 and 0.85 mm (DWS 203 and 204,
respectively). The channel samples show significantly
larger D50 values. All channel D50 values fall within the
texture category of gravel.
There were some uncertainties linked to the D50
determination. These uncertainties were based on the
difficulty of interpreting the values from the cumulative
grain size graphs of Appendix 5 and based on sampling
errors. The average reading error is taken at 0.01 mm and
thus the uncertainty linked to the D50 will be set to 0.01
mm. This uncertainty is incorporated on the river stability
diagram as a horizontal error bar for each DRIP and DWS
data point on the X-axis (Figure 26) will incorporate this
uncertainty (Figure 26).

Table 11: Values for the percentages of the
organic matter. Blue: channel samples.
Purple: DRIP samples. Orange: DWS
samples. Green: forest sample.

Sample Location % organic matter (-) % mineral fracti
202 Channel
0.69
203 Channel
1.15
204 Channel
1.08
205 Channel
0.38
208 Channel
1.76
202 DRIP
4.69
203 DRIP
27.42
204 DRIP
6.11
205 DRIP
44.95
208 DRIP
69.17
202 DWS
10.30
203 DWS
74.07
204 DWS
10.04
205 DWS
14.35
208 DWS
20.50
Forest Sample
1.02

River stability diagram
The PSSP, median grain size, and OM data are all combined in order to create the river stability
diagrams displaying the DRIPs and DWS areas, as well as the river type discriminators (Figures 26 and
27). Data points were calculated for the DRIPs and DWS areas of location 202, 203, 204, 205, and 208.
In addition, known discriminators for the different river types are also included in Figures 26 and 27.
The original discriminator displayed the boundary between braided and meandering channels (BMdiscriminator). This discriminator displayed the 50% probability for a river to become braided. The
original discriminators by Van den Berg, (1995), Makaske et al., (2009) and Kleinhans and Van den Berg,
(2011) (river pattern boundaries in Figure 2) indicated a gradual transition from one pattern to the
next. Candel et al., (submitted) included riverbank strength as a parameter in the stability diagram,
which improves the discriminators to display the true boundary of each river pattern instead of the
50% probability of transition. The stability diagrams created for this study include the same parameters
used by Candel et al., (submitted). Therefore, each boundary represents the true discriminator of each
pattern transition. The river pattern discriminators are displayed in Figures 26 and 27 using the
following colours:
Blue line

= boundary between a highly Braided and moderately
braided, and Meandering
channel with scroll and chute bars [Van den Berg,
1995].
Purple line
= boundary between a meandering channel dominated by Scroll and Chute
bars and meandering channel with only scroll bars [Kleinhans and Van den Berg,
2011].
Dark-green line = boundary between an Inactive and Active channel pattern [Makaske et al.,
2009].
Light-green line = boundary between an inactive channel and a channel with tortuous pattern
[Candel et al., submitted].
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Red line
Black stripes

= boundary for a meandering channel with scroll bars and channels with a tortuous
pattern [Candel et al., submitted].
= provisional boundary for DWS areas.

The data points for the DWS and DRIP areas in Figure 26 (black and red dots, respectively) were plotted
using the data presented in Tables 10 and 12. The data of Tables 10 and 11 and the average D50 of the
DRIPs and DWS areas were used to generate the data points in Figure 27. The mean D50 was calculated
by averaging the D50 values in Table 12 for the DRIP and DWS areas, which turned out to be 0.00044
m. Furthermore, the data points for the main channel locations (C5 and C6, light-blue dots in Figure
26) were also added for comparison purposes. By including theses data points that represent the three
distinct river types found in the fieldwork area, a comparison could be made between the variation of
each river type positions on the stability diagram while being so closely located together. This indicates
a strong local variation in the fieldwork area. Finally, three types of control points were added to Figure
26:




All the data points of Kleinhans and Van den Berg, (2011), which were stable channels or
sinuous channels without bars (blue squares).
The data points for five stable branches of the Columbia river of Makaske et al., (2009) (green
squares).
The data points for two tributaries of the Drentsche Aa of Menting and Meijles (2019) (orange
squares).

The purpose of these stability diagrams was to identify a discriminator line for the boundary between
a DWS and a DRIP/laterally stable channel, thereby applying a similar methodology strategy as for the
other discriminators [Van den Berg, 1995; Makaske et al., 2009; Kleinhans and Van den Berg, 2011;
Candel et al., submitted]. The aim was to keep the methodology of how to determine a DWSdiscriminator as similar as possible from the methodology employed for the other discriminators. The
DWS-discriminator in Figure 26 was determined using the same
strategy as Makaske et al., (2009) for the IA-discriminator and the same Table 12: Overview of all the
structure of equation 3 [Van den Berg, 1995]. There was a separation values for the D50 for each of the
selected sampling locations
visible in-between the DRIP and DWS data points, indicating that the
Blue: channel samples. Purple:
DWS-discriminator should be located in this area. Additionally, every DRIP samples. Orange: DWS
DRIP data point should be positioned above the DWS-discriminator, samples. Green: forest sample.
because the discriminator should act as the true discriminator by
Sample Location D50 (mm)
including riverbank strength in the diagram (see discussion) [Candel et
202 Channel
3.5
al., submitted].This would prevent any DRIP from being positioned
2.1
below the discriminator. Reducing the stream power tenfold resulted 203 Channel
204
Channel
13.5
in a discriminator which perfectly separated the DRIP and DWS data
205 Channel
13.7
points. The DWS-discriminator was created using equation 15:
208 Channel
13.7
𝜔 = 9 ∗ 𝐷50 0.42
(15)
202 DRIP
0.65
203 DRIP
0.25
Almost all additional data points are positioned above the 204 DRIP
0.7
discriminator. However, two points from channels of the Columbia river 205 DRIP
0.18
with a very low PSSP and DRIP 205 are located below the discriminator
208 DRIP
0.25
or has some ambiguity regarding its position at the discriminator,
202
DWS
0.27
respectively.
203 DWS
0.57
Equation 15 is equal to equation 7 of the hypothesis, thus confirming 204 DWS
0.85
to the second discriminator drawn in Figure 4. The PSSP for the DWS- 205 DWS
0.36
discriminator is in the lowest position of the two expected outcomes in
208 DWS
0.32
figure 4, following the same trend with the IA-discriminator as the IAForest Sample
0.23
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Figure 26: River stability diagram including the DWS-discriminator. X-axis showing the median grainsize and
Y-axis showing the PSSP. The diagram shows all the existing discriminators and new DWS-discriminator and
equation. The DWS-discriminator is at tenfold lower PSSP than the IA-discriminator. Shown are: (black) DWS
data points, (red) DRIP data points, (light-blue) main channel data points, (dark-blue) data points of Kleinhans
and Van den Berg, (2011), (green) data points of Makaske et al., (2009) and (orange) data points of Menting
and Meijles, (2019).

Figure 27: River stability diagram including the DWS-discriminator. X-axis showing the OM content and Y-axis
showing the PSSP. The diagram shows all the existing discriminators and new DWS-discriminator and
equation. The DWS-discriminator is at tenfold lower PSSP than the IA-discriminator and is calculated using an
average D50. Shown are: (black) DWS data points, (red) DRIP data points, (light-blue) main channel data
points, (dark-blue) data points of Kleinhans and Van den Berg, (2011), (green) data points of Makaske et al.,
(2009) and (orange) data points of Menting and Meijles, (2019).

discriminator did with the BM-discriminator. Therefore, the second discriminator line in Figure 4 is
validated while the first discriminator is subsequently discarded.
Figure 27 shows the Y- and Z-axis of the stability diagram [Candel et al., submitted]. The only data
points visible in this diagram are from the DRIP and DWS areas. The other data points were omitted
due to a lack of organic matter content information available for all the control points. Similarly to
Figure 26 a separation visible between DWS and DRIP data points. This separation is an excellent
control to check the validity of the DWS-discriminator of Figure 26. This diagram uses the same
equations as used in Figure 26 but now with an average value for the D50 inserted in the equation. The
corresponding line acts as the DWS-discriminator. This discriminator will provide additional evidence
to support that equation 15 is valid as the DWS-discriminator could be located in the separation area
in-between the DRIP and DWS data points for both Figures 26 and 27. The average D50 is 0.00044 m.
This results in equation 16, which creates the DWS-discriminator for Figure 27:
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𝜔 = 9 ∗ 0.000440.42

(16)

The DWS-discriminator is located in-between the DWS and DRIP data points. The only data point which
acts as an outlier is DRIP 205. This DRIP has a too low stream power to be located above the
discriminator. However, this outlier is likely present due to that the actual D50 of DRIP 205 being lower
than the average D50 used in equation 16. When disregarding DRIP 205 as the only outlier, the DWSdiscriminator appears to be valid.
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Discussion
River stability diagram
DWS and DRIP differences
The positions of the DRIPs and DWS areas on the river stability diagram are displayed in Figures 26 and
27. There is a clear separation between the DRIP and DWS data points. The DRIPs have a PSSP inbetween 0.223 and 2.051 W/m², while the DWS points have a PSSP in-between 0.005 and 0.148 W/m².
On average, there is a tenfold PSSP difference between the DRIPs and DWS areas except for DRIP 205
and DWS 208. These are both located close to each other on the stability diagram and only differ 0.075
W/m² from each other. The close proximity on the stability diagram can possibly be explained by the
small PSSP at DRIP 205, due to its small sub-catchment, and the small average width of DWS 208
resulting in a relatively large PSSP, respectively. There is random variation in-between the D50 and
organic matter data for the DRIPS and DWS areas. It is difficult to clarify this variation apart from the
sampling strategy used and the local differences in the soil samples (see methodology). Some deeper
soil layers could have a larger mineral fraction than layers closer to the surface due to the employed
sampling strategy.
The differences between the DRIPs and DWS in the river stability diagram suggest that there is a large
shift in PSSP between both area types. There is a large local variation in the fieldwork areas as the
DRIPs and DWS areas are positioned next to each other. However, no clear pattern could be
established regarding OM content or D50 in Figures 26 and 27, as the data points show no clear trend
regarding those variables. There are, however, explanations possible of how the topography, width
and discharge influence the shift from a DWS to a DRIP. The following paragraphs discuss the
differences for each variable in the DRIPs and DWS areas regarding the snowmelt period.
Topography
The DRIPs are acting as confluence points for all water flow through the DWS areas [Ploum et al., 2019].
These locations are linked to preferential hydrological pathways that funnel all the water of the upland
catchment (DWS) towards the streams [Ploum et al., 2019]. Preferential flow paths are often gravity
controlled (hillslopes), resulting in the occurrence of the confluence points in the lower part of the subcatchment [Jencso et al., 2009; Ågren et al., 2014]. The fieldwork area maps of Figures 18, 24, and 25
show that the slopes of the DWS areas are aimed towards the positions of the DRIPs. In addition, the
DRIPs are often at the lowest point of the sub-catchment. When visiting Krycklan it can be observed
that the DRIPs are often in the lowest part of the landscape at the foot of the slopes, bordering the
main channel. The Figures 24 and 25 confirmed that the DRIPs are also located at a local depression
by examining the, more impermeable, glacial subsurface. The main force directing the water flow
towards the positions of the DRIPs is gravity. Subsequently, the funnelled water flow creates these
unique confluence points. Ågren et al., (2014); Jencso et al., (2009) and Wallace et al., (2018)
demonstrated that topographic depressions are often a proper indicator for the accumulation of
water, shallow ground water, and concentrated flow paths in the near-stream area. This all suggests
that the local topography can cause a concentration of hydrological flow paths, coming from the DWS,
to converge on one location. These flow paths funnel all the water flow from the sub-catchment into
the DRIP, causing this local increase of PSSP in the DRIPs.
Width
The DRIPs are the transitional point between the channel and DWS and are in the starting phase of
channel development and these channels act as a funnel for the water of the DWS area. These funnels
are more constrained by their position in the landscape. Funnels do not have much space to widen,
due to their position in the local depression and strong riverbanks on both sides. The DWS areas have
a larger width than the DRIPs as these areas are also constrained by topographical features, but on a
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larger scale. These areas are positioned in-between small moraines and the main channel in a bowllike landscape. One could compare the DWS and DRIPs with a bathtub; the DWS is the tub itself and
the DRIP is the drain. The same discharge is flowing through the DWS areas and DRIPs, however, the
strength of the water flow puts more stress on the DRIPs compared to the DWS area, due to the less
space the water has to flow through. This decrease in width for the DRIPs intensifies the erosive power
experienced per m², when compared to the DWS areas. Subsequently, the PSSP increases, thereby
causing the DRIPs to be situated in a higher region of the river stability diagram compared to the DWS
areas.
Discharge
The peak flow period is the most extreme discharge event for the DWS and DRIPs. This makes it the
strongest channel forming discharge available. The discharge in a DWS is partitioned in overland flow
and subsurface flow during the peak flow period. Overland flow occurs due to a continuous soil frost
layer in the upper part of the DWS soil, resulting in an increase of the wetness of the area creating a
frost lens over the wetlands in Krycklan. This soil frost layer inhibits meltwater to infiltrate the soil thus
causing a surplus of overland flow during the snowmelt period [Laudon et al., 2007]. The groundwater
flow in the DWS areas is partitioned into two preferential flow pathways [Laudon et al., 2007; Laudon
et al., 2011]. One flow path is close to the surface, underneath the soil frost layer, whereas the other
flow path is located deeper in the soil at the deepest part of the wetland.
Two factors related to snowmelt discharge possibly induce the separation of DWS and DRIPs in the
river stability diagram. First, the soil frost layer could grant the DWS an increased resistance to the
erosional effects of the overland flow and the subsurface flow, of the preferential pathway, close to
the surface. The frost could increase the cohesivity of the DWS surface and thus decrease its erodibility,
thereby possibly evoking a stabilizing effect on the DWS. Second, the groundwater flows through two
preferential pathways: one close to the surface and one in the deeper parts of the wetland [Laudon et
al., 2007; Laudon et al., 2011]. The dominant pathway is the deep groundwater flow [Laudon et al.,
2007; Laudon et al., 2011]. The second pathway most likely flows through the lowest part of the
wetland. This is due to a layer of high hydrological conductivity being present, probably a result of
successive stages of wetland development [Sirin et al., 1998; Laudon et al., 2011]. Therefore, it is
probable that this hydrological pathway does not have a clear influence on the DWS surface area.
However, groundwater flow does influence the DRIPs, as the DRIPs are the accumulation point for both
the overland and groundwater flow. This is the location where this flow path rises to the surface and
adds its discharge to all the other flow paths converging on the DRIP. The DRIP is influenced by the
overland flow and the accumulated groundwater flow close to the surface. This groundwater travels
through a layer called the dominant source layer [Ledesma et al., 2015] and transports 90% of the
groundwater flow of the DRIP close to its surface. Both the accumulation of all the water from the
DRIPs and the fact that these flow paths have a large erosional influence on the DRIP, possibly result
in the increase of the PSSP experienced by the DRIPs, relative to the DWS areas.
One possible adaptation to get the most appropriate discharge measurements for the DWS areas is to
partition the discharge flow paths. There is an inherent overestimation of the PSSP for the DWS due to
the combination of multiple flow paths. This is because not all flows of the snowmelt period have a
direct erosive effect on the DWS areas. The preferential flow path, which runs in the deeper part of
the wetland during the snowmelt period, has likely no channel forming effect on the DWS. Therefore,
the average percentage of each dominant flow path during the snowmelt period could be identified to
separate the deep groundwater flow from the shallow groundwater flow and the overland flow. The
overland flow should act as a channel forming discharge for the DWS. The combined overland and
groundwater discharge can be used for the DRIPs to determine the channel forming discharge whereas
the separated discharge values could be more representative for the DWS by employing tracers to
identify the relative flow of each of the flow paths; a similar methodology as proposed by Laudon et
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al., (2007). Another way to improve the discharge measurements could be to place a flow meter in the
funnel of the DRIPs and measure the hydraulic geometry of the DRIPs to obtain more direct discharge
measurements for each DRIP. Combining this with partitioning the flow paths could also result in more
direct and accurate discharge measurements for the DWS.

DWS-discriminator
The DWS-discriminator in Figures 26 and 27 was created by decreasing the PSSP used for the IAdiscriminator tenfold. This new discriminator was positioned perfectly on the border of almost all DRIP
and DWS data points. DRIP 205 (lowest PSSP DRIP) is situated on the discriminator line itself, although
its uncertainty bar dips slightly underneath the discriminator. DWS 208 (highest PSSP DWS) including
its error bar is situated underneath the discriminator.
The DWS-discriminator in Figure 26 could have been determined using two methods. These methods
depend on the classification of the DRIPs. Figure 4 show the hypothesis presented at the start of this
report, this hypothesis predicted that the DWS-discriminator was ether tenfold or√10 lower PSSP, and
the two methods to classify the DRIPs conform perfectly to the two different discriminator options.
The DRIPs are the transitional point between DWS and stable channel. However, this could be
interpreted in multiple ways with regards to drawing the actual discriminator. First, the DRIP could be
considered as a complete separate class of river systems, thus separating it clearly from the DWS areas
(2 discriminator, Figure 4). Second, the DRIP could be interpreted as 50/50, part DWS and part laterally
stable channel, thus representing both systems in the transition (1 discriminator, figure 4). The first
method would result in a DWS discriminator based on the boundary between DRIP and DWS data
points. The equation for this boundary results in equations 7/15, conform the second proposed
hypothesis The second method would result in a DWS-discriminator based on the average of all the
DRIP data points, as the DRIPs are considered to be situated within the DWS part of the river stability
diagram. The equation for this would coincide roughly with equation 6 of the hypothesis, by reducing
the PSSP by √10, thus conforming to the first option of the hypothesis. In the end equation 7/15, was
chosen resulting in the rejection of the first 1 discriminator line in Figure 4 and the acceptance of second
2
discriminator line.
The second option was discarded for multiple reasons. First, the DRIPs were considered, to be an
individual river classification that was completely separated from the DWS areas in this study.
Therefore, the DRIPs should not be situated in the DWS area of the river stability diagram. Second, the
methodology employed regarding the creation of discriminators, was based on the methodology
described by Candel et al., (submitted). This results in the discriminators acting as true discriminators
instead of showing the 50% probability of a shift from one river system to the other. The old
methodology by Van den Berg, (1995) would be appropriate if DRIPs were considered to be 50/50 DWS
and laterally stable channel. However, with the discriminators showing true boundaries, it was deemed
more accurate to separate the DRIPs from the DWS areas completely, thereby showing the actual
boundary instead of a transitional boundary. Finally, it is undesirable that more data points for laterally
stable rivers would be situated below the DWS-discriminator; a consequence of utilising equation 6
(discussed more in next paragraph).
The DWS-discriminator is a true discriminator due to employing the methodology of Candel et al.,
(submitted), this means that there should be, theoretically, no higher stream power river systems
situated below the discriminator of the lower stream power river system (e.g. no highly braided river
below the BM-discriminator). However, there are two data points of Makaske et al., (2009) below the
DWS-discriminator, while this should theoretically not be allowed. These data points could either be
considered exceptional cases due to a very low PSSP value for laterally stable channels or the DWS
discriminator needs to be situated slightly lower in the diagram. One of the two data points of Makaske
et al., 2009 is a smaller crevasse channel with a 40% silt and 60% sand bed which made for a very
cohesive riverbed. The other data point has its channel entrance positioned inside the bend of a larger
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channel and thus receives a surplus of sediments while the larger channel receives an increase in
discharge [Makaske et al., 2009]. These factors could explain why these two channels have a smaller
PSSP and are positioned below the DWS-discriminator. With regards to this study, these data points
are neglected, for now, as all the other laterally stable channels in Figure 26 show larger median grain
sizes and stream powers. However, this could warrant further changes to the DWS-discriminator. To
improve the river stability diagram of Figure 26 and DWS-discriminator for future research, more DRIP,
DWS, and stable channel data points could be added to determine if the DWS-discriminator needs
further adaptation due to more stable channels or DRIPs being situated underneath the discriminator.
Figure 27 displays the DWS-discriminator in the Y-Z plane, showing the PSSP and organic matter
content. An average D50 in equation 16 is used to calculate the DWS-discriminator. However, DRIP 205
is situated on the wrong side of the discriminator. In the previous paragraphs it was argued that the
DRIP data points should all be situated below the DWS-discriminator, as this is depicting the true
boundary for the DWS areas. The reason why DRIP 205 is situated below the DWS-discriminator is the
fact that the D50 of DRIP 205 is lower than the D50 of the other DRIPs (Table 12). The discriminator was
calculated using an average D50 in equation 15, resulting in equation 16. The average D50 of 0.44 mm
is larger than the D50 of DRIP 205 of 0.18 mm. If 0.18 mm would have been utilized in equation 15, DRIP
205 would have been situated above the discriminator. This discriminator is based on an average D50
and thus has inherently a chance to have outliers below the discriminator due to those data points
having a lower D50. Although this methodology does decrease the accuracy of the DWS-discriminator,
it does not disregard it. Finally, it is expected that the DWS-discriminator in Figure 27 would induce a
slight increase in the slope upwards in the region with an higher OM content. Subsequently, the OM
content would stabilize the riverbanks, thereby increasing the PSSP required for all discriminators. The
assumption that a higher OM content stabilizes the riverbank will be discussed in the following subchapter This is not shown in Figure 27 because equation 15, used to create the DWS-discriminator,
does not incorporate the effect of a higher OM content. The SC_lower- and SC_upper-discriminators,
created by Candel et al., (submitted), are based on a new river type included in the diagram: the
inactive channel with tortuous pattern. Candel et al., (submitted) created these discriminators by
investigating sand bed rivers influenced by the silt-plus-clay fraction of their riverbanks. Not enough
data points with a higher OM content were established in this study to accurately adapt the DWSdiscriminator to incorporate the influence of an higher OM content on the boundary of a DWS.
Therefore, the DWS-discriminator should be improved in the Y-Z plane to incorporate more data points
for DWS, DRIP and stable channels, of which all have their riverbank erosion influenced by the OM
content. By including more data points, the effect of OM content could directly be observed in the
river stability diagram and the DWS-discriminator could be adapted accordingly in order to visualize
the effect of OM content more accurately than the current discriminator in Figure 27.

Topographical confinement
Straight channel patterns are not classified properly in the river stability diagram when they are in a
narrow valley, confined between rocks or by incision of the river [Van den Berg, 1995; Kleinhans and
Van den Berg, 2011]. These channels would often be classified differently were they able to flow in
unconfined settings. This is a reason that many confined rivers and incising rivers were excluded by
Kleinhans and Van den Berg, (2011) when investigating channel patterns. The main channel, DWS and
DRIPs are topographically confined, as their position is governed by the proximity of moraines. The
main channel locations are predicted to be a different channel pattern in Figure 26 than a laterally
stable channel. However, field observations confirmed the main channel to be a laterally stable
channel. The confined nature of the main channel could result in this difference in channel pattern.
This would decrease the accuracy for the river stability diagram in this area. However, the decision was
still made to use the river stability diagram even though the confined nature of the fieldwork area is
not optimal. This decision was warranted due to the fact that the channels, which could potentially
develop in a DWS area would have the DWS itself as an unconfined area at the start. The scale of the
channel would likely be small enough to experience little hinder from the neighboring moraines in its
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starting phases. The valley would probably influence the channel in later stages. However, the focus
of this study is when a channel would start to develop in a DWS. The assumption is made that the initial
development of a channel would have little hinderance of neighboring topographical units. Therefore,
the river stability diagram was still deemed usable for this research.

Riverbank strength
Organic matter
Riverbank strength is very important for the development of certain river channel patterns. The
riverbank strength is especially important for low stream power river systems, due to their limited
ability to erode riverbed/bank and limited sediment transport. Wider meandering and braided river
channels often have enough stream power to erode their riverbed/bank and have a serious amount of
sediment transport [Kleinhans, 2010]. However, lower PSSP and laterally stable rivers, frequently with
a narrower channel, are influenced extra by the sediment type, vegetation, and cohesivity of their
riverbanks [Zimmerman et al., 1967; Knighton, 1975; Hey and Thorne, 1986; Millar and Quick, 1993;
Watters and Stanley, 2007; Eaton and Giles, 2008; Nanson et al., 2010]. The DWS and DRIP river
systems are in the lowest PSSP region of the river stability diagram and riverbank strength should thus
have a relatively stronger influence. Additionally, the DRIPs can be considered narrow funnels that are
in the transition of becoming a channel. This is why the river stability diagram, developed by Candel et
al., (submitted), was used in this study. The addition of riverbank strength on the Z-axis should be an
important inclusion for the low PSSP, DWS, and DRIP ‘river’ systems. Candel et al., (submitted) used
the average silt-plus-clay fraction as a proxy for riverbank strength. The influence of the silt-plus-clay
fraction, as a measure for riverbank strength, was first confirmed by Simpson and Smith, (2001) who
showed that a previous BM-discriminator, developed by Leopold and Wolman, (1957) incorrectly
predicted a meandering reach of the sand-bed Milk river. Simpson and Smith, (2001) found a larger
silt-plus-clay fraction during the analysis of the riverbanks from laterally stable reaches of the river
than the braided or meandering reaches and stressed the importance of including this variable in
predicting river types. Additionally, Labbe et al., (2011) found that the channel form of the Upper
Tualatin River in America changed mainly due to changes in riverbank materials.
Riverbanks with cohesive silt-plus-clay sediments require more stream power to be eroded and thus
have a stabilizing effect on the river. These types of riverbanks can cause the river type to be distinctly
different than previously predicted by older versions of the river stability diagram. The stabilizing effect
of cohesive riverbanks was confirmed by Candel et al., (submitted) by re-classifying a substantial
amount of the rivers in the river stability diagram of Kleinhans and Van den Berg, (2011). Candel et al.,
(submitted) demonstrated that the percentage of rivers correctly classified was higher when including
the silt-plus-clay fraction as a riverbank strength proxy.
There are two problems regarding the usage of the river stability diagram methodology of Candel et
al., (submitted) in this study. First, the riverbank data of all the rivers in the dataset of Candel et al.,
(submitted) focussed purely on the silt-plus-clay fraction. The DWS and DRIPs in the fieldwork area are
situated in organic rich peaty sediments. Furthermore, the riverbanks of the DRIP and main channel
consist mostly of peat with a sandy mineral fraction (Table 11). Therefore, it was decided to use the
organic matter percentage as a proxy for riverbank strength instead of the silt-plus-clay fraction (see
methodology). The OM percentage was a variable known for all the DWS areas and DRIPs and thus
could be used in this study. It was assumed that the organic matter percentage of the peat acts as a
similar bank strengthening material as the silt-plus-clay fraction, as the peat found in Krycklan is a very
compacted accumulation of organic material, and thus should be difficult to erode.
Second, DWS areas technically have no riverbank. The DRIPs, even though technically not a full channel
yet, and the main channel both have riverbanks. These riverbanks can constrain the DRIPs and channel
and thus possibly change the PSSP needed for these systems to alter the river type. However, the DWS
surface could act as an erosion resistant layer, thereby inhibiting channel formation. More cohesive
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soils, like the OM rich peat soils and the spring ice lens [Laudon et al., 2007] of the DWS, could inhibit
the ability of the snowmelt flow to erode the DWS surface, thus preventing the formation or growth
of a DRIP. Therefore, it was assumed in this study that the surface layer of the DWS had the same
increase in erosion resistance regarding channel formation as the riverbanks had on the erosion
resistance of DRIPs and rivers. This indicates that the surface layer of the DWS both provides D50 data
for the Y-axis of the river stability diagram and also the OM content data for the Z-axis.
Most studies related to the riverbank strength of peat were either done in narrow single tread peatland
or wetland streams [Jurmu and Andrle, 1997; Jurmu, 2002; Micheli and Kirchner 2002a,b; Watters and
Stanley, 2007; Nanson et al., 2010; Nanson and Cohen, 2014], or on multi-threaded stable
anastomosing channels [Epstien, 2002; Gradzinski et al., 2003; Smith and Perez-Arlucea, 2004].
Anastomosing channels are commonly multi-threaded low gradient and very low stream power stable
channels with cohesive banks and low width/depth ratios [Knighton, 1998]. Even though most
anastomosing rivers are dominated by cohesive banks of multiple sediment types, there are two subclasses of anastomosing channels that are influenced by peat and vegetation: organic and organoclastic systems [Nanson and Knighton, 1996]. Both systems have mineral bed material, but they either
have wholly organic bed material or part organic part mineral fraction bed material. The main channel
of the fieldwork area and DRIPs can be considered similar to stable river systems with cohesive banks,
as both the main channel and DRIPs have either peat or peat-mineral riverbanks (Table 11). In addition,
both systems have a riverbed with a large enough mineral fraction. Therefore, it is assumed that the
results of these pervious researches are equally valid for the DRIPs and channel in the fieldwork area.
The DWS soil surface can be considered as a riverbank/bed and thus the outcomes regarding riverbank
cohesion should also considered to be accurate for the DWS areas.
The following papers provided enough evidence to validate the assumption to substitute silt-plus-clay
fraction for OM percentage. Epstien, (2002) found that the occurrence of peat deposits could affect
the cross sectional and plan form features of rivers. The presence of peat layers was linked to over
steepened riverbanks in anastomosing channels. Gradzinski et al., (2003) determined the same in the
anastomosing Narew river in Poland, where the presence of peat and vegetation caused an increase
of the riverbank strength, resulting in steep walled channels. Smith and Perez-Arlucea, (2004)
established that peat layers of the riverbed in the Cumberland marshes of Canada were more erosion
resistant than the alluvial bank material, resulting in the river eroding its riverbank rather than its
riverbed. Watters and Stanley, (2007) found that peatland stream channels in Wisconsin peatlands
resulted in unusual long straight low width/depth ratio channels and regions with sinuosity. They
concluded that biological parameters like the peat and vegetation on the riverbanks, were more
important than discharge and sediment amount for determining the morphology of the channel.
Nanson et al., (2010) established that the peatland channels at Barrington Tops, Australia showed a
near vertical, well vegetated banks with a low width/depth ratio of 2. In addition, they observed that
the banks in these peatland rivers are composed of mostly organic matter, which result in very strong
and erosion resistant banks. Finally, Nanson and Cohen (2014) compared the evolution of many small
headwater catchments in south-east Australia. They determined that clastic sediment filled streams
would evolve into cut-and-fill channels whereas peatland channels would develop sinuous equilibrium
channels. The difference between the clastic channels and these peatland channels is that the peatland
channels attained equilibrium and a low width/depth ratio due to low sediment supply and exceptional
bank strength because of the high organic matter percentage and vegetation present. These papers
indicated the similarities between the stabilizing characteristics of organic and silt-plus-clay riverbanks.
Even though these studies investigated different river types than the DRIPs and DWS found in the
fieldwork area, there are striking similarities between these river systems, as described in previous
paragraphs. All these factors together should justify the decision to directly substitute the silt-plus-clay
fraction for the OM content. However, future studies could improve on incorporating OM content in
the stability diagram. By investigating more similar wetland/peatland channels [Jurmu and Andrle,
1997; Jurmu, 2002; Watters and Stanley, 2007; Nanson et al., 2010; Nanson and Cohen, 2014] and a
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focus on the parameters required for the river stability diagram. This would result in more available
data points. Furthermore, more DRIP/DWS areas with a varying degree of OM content could be
examined to clarify possible improvements of the DWS-discriminator regarding the Z-axis (Figure 27)
of the river stability diagram.

Vegetation
Another indicator for riverbank strength is riverbank vegetation. Theoretically, rivers are constantly
trying to increase their sediment transport, resulting in the erosion of its riverbed/banks. The
frequency and rate of erosion can be inhibited by vegetation on the riverbanks. The roots of the
vegetation stabilize the riverbank, thereby increasing the threshold required for erosion. The DRIPs
and main channel are surrounded by abundant vegetation, mainly mosses and trees, on the riverbanks
(see Title page), while the DWS themselves are fully overgrown by mosses, shrubs, and trees (Figure
1). The vegetation can influence the threshold for either system into developing into an actual stable
channel. The vegetation surrounding the DRIPs can inhibit the DRIP from widening and becoming an
actual channel. Subsequently, the vegetation in the DWS areas can strengthen the DWS subsurface,
thus possibly inhibiting any channel from forming at all.
The channel formative period for the DWS and DRIP areas is the snowmelt period, which acts as the
mean annual flood discharge in equation 2. During the snowmelt period an enormous amount of water
is transported over the DWS area and through the DRIPs. The strength of the stream power, which
travels over and through these areas, puts a lot of shear stress on the DWS and the DRIP. Vegetation
present in the area is expected to have a stabilizing effect in mitigating the shear stress experienced
by the DWS surface layer and the DRIP [Smith, 1976; Jurmu and Andrle, 1997; Jurmu, 2002; Micheli
and Kirchner, 2002a,b; Watters and Stanley, 2007; Nanson et al., 2010; Nanson and Cohen, 2014 and
Kleinhans et al., 2018].
Kleinhans et al., (2018) stated that vegetation can have an increased stabilizing effect when combined
with fine muddy sediments. This would result in a reduced shear stress experienced by the riverbank
and floodplain, due to the higher hydraulic resistance the vegetation induces. However, this does
require uniformly settled vegetation on the riverbanks or floodplain. Nanson and Cohen, (2014) found
that dense cohesive vegetation in peatlands increased the bank strength of small lower gradient
peatland rivers in such a way that those rivers could withstand larger stream powers. Additionally,
Smith, (1976) found out that banks with an effective root mat (uniform vegetation) could be 20,000
times more erosion resistant than banks with a similar sediment type without an effective root mat.
This is due to the fast accumulation of slowly decaying roots and vegetation, which protect the
riverbank. The DWS areas and DRIP riverbanks in the fieldwork area have uniformly settled vegetation
present (effective root mat) in the form of sphagnum mosses, shrubbery, and pine trees. The
vegetation in the area also decays slowly thus allowing for a similar accumulation of vegetation as
described in Smith, (1976). Furthermore, the DRIPs conform to the description of low PSSP narrow
channels by Nanson and Cohen, (2014), even though the DRIPs are still considered to be in a
transitional stage, regarding channel development. Additionally, it is expected that the peat in the area
has similar cohesive properties as the muds described by Kleinhans et al., (2018). Therefore, the
stabilizing effects of vegetation on riverbanks should also be applicable to DWS and DRIP areas [Smith,
1976; Kleinhans et al., 2018]. Furthermore, Jurmu and Andrle, (1997) elucidated the importance of the
connection between vegetation on the riverbanks and the subsequent impediment of bank erosion in
American wetland streams. Adding to the previous statement, Jurmu, (2002) discovered that, in the
same American wetland streams, bank erosion is only sporadic when the riverbank is stabilized by
vegetation. The DRIPs in the fieldwork areas act similarly to small wetland streams that are surrounded
by vegetated riverbanks. Therefore, the erosion resistance and only sporadic erosion episodes found
in small wetland streams in America could also be applicable for the DRIPs in Krycklan. Additionally,
Micheli and Kirchner, (2002a,b) found that wet meadow vegetation on riverbanks reduced the erosion
rates of the riverbank tenfold. The vegetation in the DWS and on the DRIP riverbanks could be
considered to be of a similar vegetation type as the wet meadow vegetation of Micheli and Kirchner,
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(2002a,b). Therefore, a similar erosion reducing effects should be present for the DWS and DRIP areas.
This would confirm that the effect of a strong discharge could be partly mitigated by the stabilizing
effect of the vegetation present in the DWS areas and along the DRIP riverbanks.
These studies emphasize the importance of vegetation for stable channels, especially those channels
situated in peatland and wetland areas [Jurmu and Andrle, 1997; Jurmu, 2002; Micheli and Kirchner,
2002a,b; Watters and Stanley, 2007; Nanson et al., 2010; Nanson and Cohen, 2014]. DWS areas are
considered to act similar to peatlands and wetlands, as they form a unique combination of both area
types (see peatlands sub-chapter). Although DWS areas are not actual channels yet, the evidence of
the erosion resistant properties of vegetation for riverbanks can also be used for the surface area of
the DWS, thereby inhibiting erosion in the DWS and thus preventing channel formation. Vegetation
would thus, influence the stability of the DWS and therefore, affects the position of the DWSdiscriminator in the river stability diagram.
In conclusion, there could be merit in adding a vegetation factor in either the PSSP formula or the bank
stability on the Z-axis, thus incorporating the effect of vegetation into the stability diagram, when
relevant.

Reference width
The reference width is an important variable in the PSSP equation. A larger width means diminished
stream power, as the total PSSP is averaged over a larger surface area, thereby reducing the stress
experienced per m². It is, however, important to keep the width channel independent to properly
predict channel patterns [Van den Berg, 1995]. This was possible for the DRIPs, as there was a proper
relation regarding actual channel width and discharge for all the DRIPs (Figure 17). Therefore, the use
of equation 12 [Lacey, 1930] was warranted, which subsequently resulted in equation 13 for the
reference width for the DRIPs. There was no proper relation between actual DWS width and discharge,
thus resulting an inaccurate equation for reference width (equation 14). The utilisation of equation 14
lead to unacceptable large discrepancies between actual width and reference width. Hence the
decision to use the actual width in the PSSP equation. The utilisation of the actual width to calculate
the PSSP value is considered undesirable, as this does not leave the DWS predictions in the river
stability diagram area independent. The data points for the DWS in Figure 26 and 27 currently need
actual width measurements to be plotted in the stability diagram. This diminishes the predictive
function of the river stability diagram, as one would desire the possibility to predict these areas without
requiring active measurements. Normally, only the discharge is required for width calculations once a
reference width equation is formulated for a certain river/grain size combination. Another problem
related to the absence of a proper reference width equation for DWS areas is the fact that actual
average width measurements are hard to obtain. The width of a DWS area varies a lot due to their
irregular pattern and dependence on neighbouring topography for the extend at which the DWS can
expand (see DWS and DRIP differences sub-chapter). This can result in DWS areas that include wide
and more narrow parts (DWS 204). Therefore, it is difficult to create a methodology for the
determination of a representative width.
In this study it was decided to measure the width along certain intervals, following the flow direction,
present in the DWS area. Subsequently, the width was averaged into a DWS width. However, the
importance of certain parts regarding water transport of a DWS can be argued.
The main problem for creating an accurate DWS reference width equation is the large variation in DWS
width. There is no clear solution to solve this variation other than increasing the existing data set.
Equation 14 appeared to be inaccurate, likely due to the small data set with a large variation between
the data points. If the amount of data points is increased, the problem regarding the large variation
can possibly be reduced, and thus the possible outliers could be mitigated. This could result in a
reference width equation accurate enough to adequately predict the DWS widths.
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River restoration
The aim of this study was to determine the boundary conditions for DWS formation to allow possible
river restoration practises for these unique landscape types. River restoration measures for the
Netherlands are mostly based on re-meandering former channelized channels [Makaske and Maas,
2015]. However, the DWS has not yet been examined in river restoration studies. Hence, this research
is highly novel, as it is the first to visualize the processes governing this unique landscape system and
to quantify these area types. Although additional research is required to properly acquire a restoration
plan for DWS areas, the DWS-discriminator in Figures 26 and 27 can act as a provisional boundary
condition for DWS areas. The data points in Figure 26 and 27 are purely based on small peatland DWS
catchments in a boreal catchment in northern Sweden. A more diversified collection of data points
visualizing different DWS area types (regarding grain size, OM content and PSSP) in multiple different
location or countries is required to validate the accuracy of the position of the current DWSdiscriminator or if it possibly needs adaptation. Another factor that warrants more study is the
processes directing the transition between DWS-DRIP-channel. One problem related with river
restoration practises in the past was that the natural flow conditions of a river changed over time. It
was uncertain how the flow pattern of a river would adapt after implementing restoration measures.
The same applies for the DWS areas. The processes determining the existence of a DWS needs to be
known before one could even consider restoring an area to a DWS. Insufficient knowledge on the
processes governing DWS and DRIPs could result, for example, in the new DWS area forming a channel
or becoming grassland. A final problem related to river restoration still present is that changing a
landscape can lead to changes in flora and fauna [Makaske and Maas, 2015]. It was previously
discussed that vegetation affects the stability of DWS areas and that more research is required to fully
identify what effect different types of vegetation have on DWS areas to prevent a possible shift in
vegetation from maybe destabilizing a restored DWS area.
An alternative to regular river restoration practises for maintaining DWS areas could be to shift the
focus on protecting the riparian areas in wetlands. The DWS are directly linked to the riparian zone as
the riparian zone act as the outflow point for the all the water in the DWS areas [Ploum et al., 2019].
There is a long standing initiative, based on the EU water framework, in Sweden to increase the
protection of the riparian zones, to protect the water quantity and quality of the water flowing into
rivers [Hasselquist et al., 2019]. This initiative mainly focusses on larger river networks [Kuglerová et
al., 2017; Hasselquist et al., 2019] but there are ideas to incorporate new policies to protect the riparian
zones, which are aimed at smaller scale river systems like the DWS areas found in Krycklan. The aim is
to create riparian buffer zones based on the specific hydrological conditions of each area
(hydrologically adapted buffers, HAB) and only interfere in the area if perturbations occur, which
endanger the riparian zone and DWS, (emulating natural disturbance, END) [Kuglerová et al., 2017]. A
similar initiative could be used in the Netherlands to protect vulnerable wetland areas. The focus could
be on protecting or restoring the riparian zone and neighbouring wetlands instead of changing the
rivers themselves.
Initial steps were taken which showed promising results. However, additional research is required to
clarify the hydrological characteristics of DWS and DRIP in more detail.
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Conclusions
The aim of this study was to determine the boundary conditions for the formation of a dispersed
wetland system (DWS), using the discrete riparian inflow point (DRIP) as a transitional point between
DWS and laterally stable river. The river stability diagram, as used by Candel et al., (submitted), and
channel pattern discriminators were used as a prediction tool.
The most important results and conclusions are:







A new reference width equation was successfully implemented for the DRIPs, but not for the
DWS areas.
The flow accumulation method provided reliable results for the snowmelt discharge, in
absence of direct discharge measurements for both DWS and DRIP.
Subsurface maps were created for some DWS areas, showing the depth of the peat layer and
possible preferential flow paths for the groundwater.
The DWS-discriminator was successfully implemented in the river stability diagram and was
positioned parallel to and at tenfold lower stream power than the inactive channel
discriminator. This discriminator acts as a preliminary boundary condition for DWS areas.
The organic matter content is proposed as a suitable proxy for riverbank strength, showing
similar effect as silt-plus-clay fraction.
Vegetation is recommended as an extra variable to be incorporated into the river stability
diagram as a proxy for riverbank strength.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Abbreviations and Equations
DWS

:Dispersed Wetland System

Krycklan

:Study Area in northern Sweden

KCS

:Krycklan Catchment Study

PSSP

:Potential Specific Stream Power

DRIP

:Discrete Riparian Inflow Point

LOI

:Loss On Ignition

OM

:Organic Matter

DEM

:Digital Elevation Model

D50

:Median Grain Size (mm) (grain size where 50%
is smaller and 50% is larger)

C5

:Measurement point of the SLU upstream of
fieldwork locations

C6

:Measurement point of the SLU downstream of
fieldwork locations (10 m downstream from
location 202)

ω = (γ*g*Q*Sv)/Wr

:Equation for potential specific stream power
(W/m²)

γ

:Water density (1000 kg/m³)

g

:Gravity constant (9.81 m/s²)

Q

:Discharge (m³/s)

Sv

:Valley gradient (-)

Wr = 𝛼 ∗ 𝑄 𝑏

:Equation structure for the reference width (m)

α

:Factor representing grain size of the riverbed

𝜔 = 𝑋 ∗ 𝐷50 0.42

:Equation structure for river stability diagram
discriminators

𝑊𝐹𝐼 =

𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛 𝑠𝑖𝑧𝑒 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟𝑣𝑎𝑙
∗ 100
𝑊𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡𝑡𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙

:Equation for calculating the weight fraction of
each grain size interval

𝐶𝑢𝑚𝑢𝑙𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒 𝑓𝑟𝑎𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 = (((((𝑊𝐹𝐼>0.056 +
𝑊𝐹𝐼0.056−0.15 ) + 𝑊𝐹𝐼0.15−0.5 ) + 𝑊𝐹𝐼0.5−2 ) +
𝑊𝐹𝐼2−10 ) + 𝑊𝐹𝐼>10 )

:Equation for calculating the cumulative fraction
by adding each weight fraction interval together

𝑄𝐷𝑅𝐼𝑃/𝐷𝑊𝑆 = 𝑝𝑒𝑟𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑎𝑔𝑒 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎 ∗ (𝑄𝐶6 − 𝑄𝐶5 )

:Equation for calculating the discharge for a
specific DRIP/DWS

𝑉𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑒𝑦 𝑔𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑡 =

𝐻𝑒𝑖𝑔ℎ𝑡 𝑑𝑖𝑓𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒
𝐿𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ

:Equation for calculating the valley gradient
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BM-discriminator

:Discriminator depicting the boundary between
highly braided channels and moderately
braided channels and meandering channels
with scroll and chute bars

SC-discriminator

:Discriminator depicting the boundary between
moderately braided channels and meandering
channels with scroll and chute bars and
meandering rivers with scroll bars

IA discriminator

:Discriminator depicting the boundary between
meandering channels with scroll bars and
laterally stable channels.

SC_upper-discriminator

:Discriminator depicting the boundary between
meandering rivers with scroll bars and channels
with a tortious pattern

SC_lower-discriminator

:Discriminator depicting the boundary between
channels with a tortious pattern and laterally
stable channels

Appendix 1: List of abbreviations, equation, parameters and locations often used throughout this study.
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Appendix 2:Fieldwork form

Appendix 2: Example of the field form used during the fieldwork.
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Appendix 3: Median grain size and OM data

Sample number
Percentage Organic matter(*) Percentage mineral fraction (*) Percentage >10mm Percentage 2-10mm Percentage >2mm Percentage 0,5-2,0mm P
201 Channel
0.602027883
99.39797212
25.98736681
30.91303516
30.92579595
202 Channel
0.691378592
99.30862141
18.29667562
48.93804567
15.03525856
203 Channel
1.147244806
98.85275519
29.64249794
21.66956204
42.45222639
204 Channel
1.079365079
98.92063492
74.31743818
12.42825725
86.74569544
9.864292228
205 Channel
0.377877018
99.62212298
84.31818966
9.417365207
5.546931595
208 Channel
1.760847629
98.23915237
82.06999332
13.98838584
3.494526954
209 Channel
78.41409692
21.58590308
4.210526316
5.052631579
204 Riverbank
24.85768501
75.14231499
2.078580482
28.49176172
201 DRIP
3.3258553
96.6741447
12.39539749
25.90655509
202 DRIP
4.692041522
95.30795848
6.288165164
50.065426
203 DRIP
27.41554054
72.58445946
0.373569928
14.33574597
204 DRIP
6.112702961
93.88729704
27.18753183
26.24019558
205 DRIP
44.94809689
55.05190311
0.064557779
8.19883796
208 DRIP
69.16666667
30.83333333
2.791878173
14.34010152
206 A2-3 Mix
35.40504648
64.59495352
5.263157895
7.265221878
207A2
82.04620462
17.95379538
3.177570093
20.18691589
201 DRIP Riverbank
20.58365759
79.41634241
0
1.975796493
202 DRIP Riverbank
10.30007502
89.69992498
0.485802831
20.82251445
203 DRIP Riverbank
74.06557377
25.93442623
0
49.55357143
204 DRIP Riverbank
10.04172462
89.95827538
31.09321771
32.16165996
205 DRIP Riverbank
14.34650456
85.65349544
1.755842923
35.02194804
208 A1-2 Mix (DRIP Riverbank)
20.49578059
79.50421941
0.933208905
24.83668844
209 B1 (DRIP Riverbank)
63.98963731
36.01036269
0
5.255474453
202C1-2 Mix
1.024287223
98.97571278
1.288760725
12.19338531
206A1
78.43260188
21.56739812
4.730831974
51.06035889
203A1
46.02105263
53.97894737
2.8515625
18.4765625
203A2-3 Mix
3.328981723
96.67101828
27.66139568
28.92733252
203A4
0.43409379
99.56590621
0.935769304
2.807307913
203A5
0.459866221
99.54013378
0.950931913
4.712395926
204A1
59.36599424
40.63400576
1.783166904
13.05278174
204A2
3.595284872
96.40471513
31.65908743
21.03622707
204A3
1.996415771
98.00358423
25.14726867
44.32695474
204A4-5 Mix
0.672351591
99.32764841
5.074715684
7.293044168
201 Riverbank
18.77431907
81.22568093
0
3.473053892
0mm Percentage >2mm Percentage
0,5-2,0mm Percentage 0,15-0,5mm Percentage
0,056-0,15mm Percentage
<0,056mm Cumulative values
202 Riverbank
27.964205820.663561539
72.03579418
4.968944099
3.260869565
03516
30.92579595
11.30287756
0.102086391 0.102086 15.13734 15.13734 64.07539 163.384
164.0754
203 Riverbank
27.522935781.880456682
72.47706422
8.607594937
8.35443038
04567
15.03525856
15.26192075
0.449126931 0.449127 42.90135 42.90135 64.57092 163.4237
164.5709
205 Riverbank
29.086538460.278869891
70.91346154
17.96610169
22.71186441
56204
42.45222639
5.810551339
0.045716376 0.045716 9.910009 96.6557 109.084 208.0046
209.084
29.240710820.311108727
70.75928918
3.424657534
23.28767123
25725
86.74569544 208 Riverbank
9.864292228
2.971624739
0.059003379 0.059003 5.605935 5.605935 15.0233 114.6454
115.0233
65207
5.546931595
0.648521853
0.027596675
0
0 3.494527 3.494527 17.48291 115.7221 117.4829
38584
3.494526954
0.390564777
0.061668123
0.015417031 0.015417 5.068049 9.278575 9.278575 30.86448 109.2786
4.210526316
5.052631579
60.63157895
26.10526316
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Appendix 4: Valley gradient profile graphs

Appendix 4: Overview of all the valley gradients for each DRIP and channel location used in the calculation of
the average valley gradient.
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Appendix 5: Median grain size graphs

Appendix 5A: Median grain size graphs depicting the cumulative fraction of each grain
size for all the DWS+forest samples. Each location has the same colour. The round dots
represent the grain size diameter of one of the sieves (Table 2). The red (silt and sand)
and purple (sand and gravel) stippled lines represent the textural grain size boundaries.

Appendix 5B: Example of a median grain size graphs depicting the cumulative fraction of
each grain size for all the DRIP samples. Each location has the same colour. The round
dots represent the grain size diameter of one of the sieves (Table 2). The red (silt and
sand) and purple (sand and gravel) stippled lines represent the textural grain size
boundaries.
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